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C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Problem 
The present day trends in education seem to indicate 
the desirability of its becoming more and more a socialized 
education. This trend will no doubt have a more signifi-
cant bearing on some subjects or studies in the school 
curriculum than on other subjects . The Kansas public elem-
entary schools have recently adopted a Unit Program in 
School Studies, which includes history, civics, geography , 
science, and hygiene in an attempt to ~ontribute better to 
the socialized idea. 
This Unit Program, however, does not make direct pro-
vision for English, spelling, arithmetic, and penmanship . 
Naturally, perhaps, comes the question to many teachers of 
why these subjects, too, were not included in the Unit Pro-
gram for the State . Perhaps they do not lend themselves 
readily to the Unit Plan of teaching , or it may be that be-
cause of the nature of their content greater achievement 
can be had by following the textbook plan of teaching . 
Questions of this type and others have kindled the im-
agination and thinking of the writer until he finally chose 
the following specific problem for investigation and study: 
11Which instructional plan of material of teaching arithmetic 
to seventh and eighth grade pupils is the better--the unit 
plan or the textbook plan? 11 
2 . The Unit Plan and the Textbook Plan Defined 
1 
The definition of the unit plan as given by Billett 
seems to be an acceptable one for our purpose. It is this: 
The unit consists of suggested or related 
activities and experiences planned by the teacher 
to enable the pupil to master the unit, that is, 
to acquire the desired concept , attitude, appre-
ciation, knowledge, or skill. 
The unit assignment is found generally to consist of 
some of t he following factors: {a) Directions for study; 
{bJ references for reading and study; {c ) a list of supple-
mentary projects; (d) an outline of minimum essentials; and, 
{e) a tentative time allotment . It might be further charac-
terized by including one or more of the following: Approach 
paragraphs to stimulate interest and curiosity; statement of 
the objectives of the unit; short lists of basic questions; 
topics for discussion, dramatization, or demonstration; notice 
of special difficulties to be encountered; list of materials 
and apparatus needed; assignment of individual reports or 
investigations; elective work; references on correlation with 
1 . Billett, Roy o. , Plans Characterized by the Unit Assign-
ment . {In The School Review, vol . 40, p . 653. Nov . , 
1932) • 
2 
other subjects; and test on the assignment . 
Now as to the textbook plan, it is generally under-
stood to consist chiefly in the performing of computations and 
drills that are necessary to the solution of problems or ex-
amples relative to a certain subject which has been set by a 
textbook or a course of study . In the narrowest sense, it 
may mean the studying of material in a textbook page by page 
and in the order as printed in the book. 
J . eview of Previous Studies 
The National Survey of Secondary Education indicates 
that, of all t he plans to provide for individual differences, 
the unit assignment is the most widely distributed and most 
comm.only used . This survey indicates that the unit assign-
ment is a prominent characteristic of the plans, techniques, 
or methods commonly referred to in educational writings as 
the problem method, differentiated assignment, the labora-
tory plan, long-unit assignments , the contract plan, the 
project method, individual instruction, the Morrison Plan , 
the Dalton Plan, the Modified Llal ton ~lan , and the Vinnetka 
technique. Howeve r , " . •••• irrespective of what the origina-
tors of these procedures may contend as to differences 
represented, the procedures , as actually carried on in the 
2 . Ib i d . 
3 
schools , are practically identical. " 
A large number of experiment a l studies have been car-
ried on using the text~ook method as a control method of 
teaching and one or a combination of t hese procedures as 
the experimental method of teaching . Not many i nvesti gators 
described the textbook method in detail as they used it, al-
though it mi ght be fair to assume that it did represent a 
4 
high quality of teaching . Eilberg experimented with the 
Dal ton plan for fifteen months in t wo tenth grade geometry 
classes involving two matched groups of t hirty students each . 
The control group was taught by t he textbook method. He 
found that the average student of t he Dalton group accom-
plished more than did the average student taught by the text-
book method, but that the better and poo~er students were 
not affected by the methods used . He found also t hat the 
Dal ton group required more of the teacher's time t han did 
the textbook group . 
5 
C. N. Stokes, of the University Hi gh School, University 
3 . Editorial Comment , The Unit Study i n Actual Practice. 
{In The School Review , vol . 40 , pp . 321-323. May, 1932) . 
4 . Monroe, ii1,-al ter S . and viarks, Arlyn , General Methods of 
Teaching Evaluated: Results of Research . (In Educational 
Administration and Supervision, vol . 24, p . 581 . Nov., 
1938} . Quoting Eilberg , A., "The Dalton Plan Versus the 
Recitation Method in t he Teaching of Plane Geometry . " 
Doctor ' s Thesis , Temple University , 1931. 
5. St okes , C. N., A Repor t of One Techni ue of Individual-
i zed Instruction in Nint h- Year Algebra . In School Science 
and Mathematics , vol. 27, p . 129 . Feb . , 1927) . 
of Minnesota, working with a technique based fundamentally 
on the principles of the Winnetka plan and also some of 
the principles of the unit type of supervised s t udy in op-
eration at the University of Chicago Laboratory Schools, 
experimented with t wo hundred twelve students in ninth-grade 
algebra for a pe riod of two and one-half years . He found the 
students in t he experimental group covered an amount of work 
in seven and one-half months whi ch was comparable to the 
amount done in a traditional textbook class in n i ne months . 
However, he reports that t he quality of work as measured by 
achievement tests was t he same for both classes , except that 
the poorer student s of the experimental group did better 
work than the poorer students of the textbook group . 
6 
Russell and Long studied two methods of teaching two 
different groups of twenty-one pupils each in seventh-grade 
arithmetic . One of these groups was taught by the Winnetka 
plan, while the other group was taught by the recitation or 
textbook plan. They report t hat the Winnetka plan proved 
to be superior to t he textbook plan when subject-matter 
a chievement was cons i dered as the basis for thei~ judgment . 
If we prefer to think of our experimental groups in 
6 . Russell , F . O. and Long , I . B. , A Comparison of Two 
Methods of Instruction in Seventh-Grade Ilfathematics. 
Uni versity of Kansas , Bulletin of Education , vol . 11, 
No. 6 , pp . 21- 24 . Lawrence: University of Kansas, 1929 . 
7 
terms of the Project Method, then perhaps Collings' work with 
this method would be outstanding . His experimental results 
tended to favor the experimental groups , and in a later work 
of 1933 , he attempts to further prove the merits of the proj -
ect method . From the seventh-, ei ghth-, and nint h- grades 
of two different schools he selected sixty- four matc hed pairs 
of students for his experiment . The project me t hod was be-
ing used as the method of teaching in one of t hese schools, 
and a high grade of traditional textbook-method of teaching 
was being used in the other school . Collings measure d the 
achievement of these two groups in all t he sc ' ool subjects 
with standardized t ests and found that with few exceptions 
the mean scores of t he project groups were significantly 
8 
hi gher t han the mean scores of the other group . It mi ght 
be well to note that this was not a controlled experiment, 
and many unmeasurable factors mi ght have been involved in 
the study . 
Experi ments relative to t he effectiveness of the Morri-
son plan mi ght indicate that it is not especially s uperior 
to the textbook met hod wi th which it has been compared. 
7. 
8 . 
Collings , Ellsworth , An Experiment with the Pro,ject Cur-
riculum. New York , The Macmillan Co ., 1923 . 346pp . 
Monroe, ~1'al ter S . and IV arks, Arlyn , General Methods of 
Teaching evaluated : Results of Research. (In Educational 
dmi nistration and Supervision , vol. 24 , p . 585 . -Tov ., 1938). 
9 
Funk employed the Morrison plan of teaching and the text-
book or recitation method of teaching in a twelfth-grade 
11Problems of Democracy 11 class for one year . He set up four 
equivalent groups of about twenty-two students each for 
his expe-riment and at the end of the year concluded that 
there was no difference in the subject-matter achievement 
that could be assigned to the methods used in teaching, but 
t hat the Morrison plan pupils did more reading than the text-
book plan pupils . His personal opinion indicated that the 
pupils liked to study under the Morrison plan . 
Sheldon used the ~orrison plan and the recitation plan 
in his ninth- and tenth-grade classes in general science. 
Each met hod was tried in the two classes for a period of 
time of one semester . His conclusion , based on subject-matter 
tests, supported the belief that neither method of teaching 
10 
was superior . 
11 
Douglass and Pederson reported a controlled experi-
ment in which t hey co:npared a modified Morrison plan with a 
study-recitation or textbook plan in teaching American history . 
9 . Funk , M. N., A Comparative Study of the Results Obtained 
by the Method of Ma stery Technique and the Method of Daily 
Re citation and ssignment. (In The School Review, vol . 
36, pp. 338-345. May, 1928) . 
10. Shelton, A. L., An Experimental Study of the Daily Recita-
tion Versus the Unit Plan . (In The School Review, vol . 
38, pp . 694-699. Nov., 1930). 
11. Douglass, tl . R. and ~ederson , K. L., An Experbnental Ev-
aluation of a Uni t Procedure in Teachin Ameri can His-
~- In The School Review, vol . 44, pp . 3 2- 371 . ~ay, 
f <JJ6 . 
The experimental procedure was offered for about ten weeks in 
each of two semesters in eight sections of high school .Alneri-
can history . The experimenters concluded that the unit 
plan n • • ••• is likely to yield results slightly superior to 
those obtained by a study recitation plan of supervised 
study. 0 
12 
Bruce used a modified application of the Morrison 
idea in a hi gh school chemistry class for one year and com-
pared the work of this group with that done by a group fol-
lowing the traditional procedure. He found that in factual 
memory, the Morrison group was inferior, but it was superior 
in its ability to apply what it had learned. 
This review touches different grade levels and differ-
ent subject- fields, and does not bring evidence with which 
to support conclusively the relative merits of general meth-
ods of teaching. As a whole, there seems to be a tendency 
to support that method of teaching which reco gnizes indivi-
dual differences and emphas izes student responsibility as 
being more effective t han the method which does not take 
these factors into consideration . 
It might be altogether proper to call attention to the 
fact t hat practically all instructional patterns make a complex 
12 . Bruce, G. V., .An Attempt to Vitalize Chemistry Teaching 
in the Hi h School Throu ha Modified Form of the Unit-
Assignment Technique . In Science Education, vol. 1 , 
pp . 209; 392-403 . Feb . and Oct . , 1932) . 
experimental problem. In any teaching method or pattern a 
teacher may make certain variations which one might expect 
would affect the effectiveness of the instruction. For ex-
ample, there mi ght be variations in assignments and the 
manner of making it. There mi ght be subjective factors en-
tering into the teacher's evaluation of the pupils' respon-
ses. Also, t he measurement of outcome s mi ght be rightfully 
questioned. In t he studies reviewed here , the outcomes of 
the experiments were measured chiefly in subject-matter 
achievement, that is, information and skills. Since the pro -
ponents of some of the metho ds claim that there are other 
outcomes involved in the use of their methods , it is appar-
ent that the question of relative merit should not be con-
sidered answered until these other outcomes have been meas -
ured . 
These experi ments did not completely provide for the 
control of teache r-zeal , teaching-skill, and teacher-enthusi-
asm. Perhaps, too, the length of time given to some of the 
studies was too short for making valid claims for the method 
under study . With these limitations in mind, and the ac-
knowledged need for more adequate means for measuring the 
outcomes of instruction , we should hes itate to assign any 
great superiority to any particular one me thod of instruct-
ing . 
4 . Procedure 
The experimenter in the problem now under discussion 
used the parallel-group and the rotation-group technique in 
his investigat ion. To set up the two divisions in the sev-
enth and eighth grades so that each grade would have a con-
trol and an experimental group , the experimenter carried out 
an initial testing program. This program consisted of find-
ing and recording the pupils' chronological age, mental age, 
intelligence quotient, general achievement score, and their 
arithmetic fundamentals score. This data was weighted so 
that a composite score could be used in pairing individuals 
for t he experimental group and the control group. 
After using t hese compos ite scores for equating the 
groups, the experiment proceeded with fo11rteen weeks of in-
struction, alternately studied four units of work of an 
average time of three and one-half weeks each. Then the 
control groups, of the groups studying under the textbook 
plan of instruction, alternately studied the same content 
material from the textbook for the same length of time as 
the experimental groups . Each of the groups met daily in 
thirty minute class periods and was instructed by the same 
teacher, the experimenter. Testing was done at the complet ion 
of each unit and at the conclusion of the experiment. The 
same tests v1ere used in both the control and the experimental 
groups and were scored by the same method . 
The next procedure was to analyze and to study the re-
corded data for conclusions as to the relative merit of the 
one plan of arithmetic instruction over the othe r plan; to 
summarize the findings of this study; and to state implica-
tions and suggestions for further study . 
5. Limitations 
This i nvestigation was carried out in the Macksville, 
Kansas, junior high s chool in the grades commonly referred 
to as seventh and eighth . The total time required for the 
investigation was fifteen weeks , which included one week 
for t he initial testing program . 
6. Acknowledgments 
In formulating an experimental procedure for this 
study, the writer was kindly advised by Dr . Robert T. 
McGrath. Without his freely given tiIJ::.e, it is doubted 
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and study of t his problem . 
The experimenter is indebted also to his schoo l 
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CH APTER II 
THE INITIAL TESTING PROGRAM 
1 . The Initial Tests 
To obtain equal or parallel groups in ability in the 
seventh and eighth grade, a number of tests were given to 
the pupils of these grades, and from these test scores a 
composite score was derived . This derived score was used 
as an index in setting up parallel groups of matched indi-
viduals in each grade . 
The composite score was derived from the following: 
(a) t he chronological age from the pupil's school enroll-
1nent card ; (b) the mental age from the Terman Group Test 
of Mental Ability for grades seven to twelve, Form A; {c) 
general achievement from the New Stanford Achievement Test, 
Advanced Examination Form W, for grades four to nine; (d) 
arithmetic fundamentals from the Schorling-Clark-Potter 
Arithmetic Test , Form A, Revised; and the intelligence quo-
tient fro~ computations using the scores made on the Ter-
man Group Test of Fental Ability , Form A. 
For the data of the initial testing , see Table I for 
the Seventh grade and Tabl e I I for the Eighth grade on 
page s 32 and 33 i n t he appendix . 
2 . The Veighting of the Initial Tests 
Since the composite scores of the individuals resulted 
from combining scores from different tests in which the 
size and kind of units differed, it was necessary to weigh 
the various test scores. The weighing in this experiment 
was done by the variability of test scores method , that is, 
the equalization of the spread or variability of the tests. 
Variability was computed by the short method of finding the 
average and the standard deviation or sigma as described by 
Henry E . Garrett in his Statistics in Psychology and Educa-
1 
tion . 
For data and formulas used in computing the Average 
and Standard Deviation of general achievement, intelligence 
quotients, and arithmetic fundamentals fur the seventh and 
eighth grades, see Tables III, IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII on 
pages 34 to 39 inclusive in the appendix. 
To make all test scores have equal weight, each test 
sigma was multiplied by factors selected so as to make new 
sigmas and all of them equal. The sigma of the I. Q, . 
scores of these pupils was accepted as the weight standard 
for all test scores and was valued as unity . Then, by using 
the new sigma as a multiplier of the individual's test score, 
the test score took on a new or weighted value. For the 
weighted test scores of the seventh and eighth grade pupils 
in arithmetic fundamentals and general achievement, see 
Tables IX and X on pages 40 and 41 in the appendix. 
3. Composite Scores 
After all scores were weighted, the composite score was 
formed for each individual by simply finding the sum of his 
we i ghted scores of intelligence quotient, arithmetic funda-
mentals, and general achievement . These weighted composite 
scores are found in Tables XI and XII on pages 42 and 43 in 
the appendix. 
4. The Pairing of Individuals and Parallel Groups 
In pairing individuals, the experi1,,.enter placed in two 
groups, A and B, pairs of pupils whose composite s cores were 
most nearly the same. 'rhe variation in t hese i nd ividual 
scores was from zero through ei ght. However , in t he total 
group scores, t here was no difference between t he groups in 
the seventh grade, and the difference in the total group 
scores in the eighth grade was four points. For individual 
pairing, parallel groups, and group totals, see Tables XIII 
and XIV on pages 44 and 45 in the appendix. 
Because of the wide range of difference in the composite 
scores of two seventh grade pupils from each other's score 
and the scores of the other seventh grade pupils , the 
experimenter ruled t hem from the experiment . This left a 
seventh grade group of only fourteen pupils in the experi-
ment . In the eighth grade group of twenty pupils, two pupils 
were also ruled from the experiment because of the difficulty 
in making t heir scores match within the limits set by the 
experimenter. 
The students of either group were not aware of the fact 
that they were paired with other students in another group . 
CH APTER III 
THE EXPERil!ENTAL .!!'ACTOR 
1 . The Units of Work 
The experimental factor consisted of planned units of 
work in arithmetic equal in content to that of the text-
book used and parallel to the state course of study. The 
length and content of the units of work were chiefly con-
trolled by the amount and kind of ;ork on the subject for 
study contained in the textbook. The various subjects for 
study were arbitrarily selected by the experimenter and they 
did not necessarily follow one after the other in a logical 
manner in the textbook used. 
There were four units of work for each grade , and each 
unit required an average of three and one-half weeks of time 
for completion . The units planned for the seventh grade 
were as follows: Unit I, Percentage; Unit II, Some Appli-
cations of Percentage ; Unit III, Some Geometrical Figures 
and Constructions; and Unit IV, Thrift - The Use and Care of 
M:Oney. The eighth grade units were the following: Unit I, 
Banking; Unit II, Investments; Unit III, Fire and Life In-
surance; and Unit IV, Surface Area and Volume of Some Geo-
metric Solids . These units were constructed by the experi-
menter and are found with their tests on pages 46 to 102 
inclusive in the appendix . 
2 . The Rotation Technique 
The experimental factor was introduced into the experi-
mental groups in both seventh and eighth grades at the same 
time , ~hile the control groups in each grade studied t he 
textbook material as outlined by the state course of study 
and the textbook. At the conclusion of each unit of work , 
the control groups in each grade became the experimental 
groups and the experimental groups became the control groups 
for the next unit of work . 'l'his alternating or rotation was 
carried on throughout the experiillent. 
3. Instruction Plan and Tests 
~ach of t he four groups met in separat~ classes each 
day for t h irty-minute class per iods and each group was 
instructed by t he same teacher. At the compl e tion of each 
unit of work, the t wo groups of each grade me t to 6et her to 
write on t he t est given which covered the subject or unit 
of work completed . All pupils cooperating in t he experiment 
were given t he sai.'TI.e test for his grade, re gardless of whether 
he ·as a member of t he control group or a me:'lber of the ex-
perimental group. 
All students in the two grades con cerned were aware of 
the fact t hat an experiment was being performed and willing-
ly coope r ated . They were interested to t he extent of inquiry 
on occasions as to which group was doing the best work . The 
experimenter exercised due caution in disclosing any infor-
mation to class members which might motivate one group to 
more study than might be exercised by the other group . What-
ever oral instructions were given to the control groups were 
also repeated to the experimental groups . 
C HAP TE R IV 
RESULTS OF THE :EXPERI:MENT 
1. Eighth Grade Group 
The total group scores of the experimental group--the 
unit plan pupils--exceeded the scores of the control group 
or textbook pupils on each of the four units . The great-
est difference in the total group scores was 68 points in 
the first study unit on the subject of Banking . The small-
est difference in total scores was nine points in the 
fourth study unit on the subject of Surface Area and Vol-
ume of Some Geometric Solids . In the study of Invest-
ments, the experimental group scored t'Vlielve points more 
than did the control group studying the same subject from 
the textbook. The second highest total score difference 
was made by the experimental group in study Unit III, on 
the subject of Fire and Life Insurance . Here the total dif-
ference in scores was 40 noints . Tables A'V , XVI, A'VII , and 
XVIII on pages 103 to 106 inclusive in the appendix show the 
results of paired and total scores of the eighth grade pupils 
on each of the four study units of work in the experiment . 
2 . Seventh Grade Group 
In the total group scores made in each of the four 
study units of work, the experimental group's scores were 
greater than the control group's scores . The highest total 
difference favoring the experimental group of pupils was 38 
points made on the first study unit of work on the subject 
of Percentage . The smallest total difference favoring the 
experimental group was made on the subject of Some Applica-
tions of Percentage in study Unit II of the experiment. 
This difference was eleven points. The second greatest dif-
ference in total score points favoring the experimental group 
was 28 in the fourth unit of study on the subject of Thrift -
The Use and Care of 1/oney . In study Unit III, on the subject 
of Some Geometric Fi gures and Constructio~~s , the experimental 
group's score was thirteen points greater than that of the con-
trol group ' s total s core. For the results in paired scores 
and the total unit scores made by the seventh grade pupils 
on the four units of study in the experiment, see Tables XIX, 
XX:, XX:I, and XXII on pages 107 to llO inclusive in the appendix. 
J . Analysis of Results 
A study of the tables of test results of the experi-
ment for the seventh grade show that the experimental group 
or the group studying under the Unit Plan scored consistently 
higher than did the control group . This is true of total 
group scores only, and does not hold for each individual in 
the experimental group. 
The group-score difference of the various units are 
not, however, of uniform size in differences . This might 
indicate that some types of units or unit material lend 
themselves better to the unit plan of instruction than does 
the textbook plan of instruction; on the other hand , it 
might indicate that in subject units on which score differ-
ences between the unit plan and the textbook plan are very 
small, there is little to be gained in material achievement 
in using one plan in preference to the other one. 
It should be noted that three pupils did consistently 
score above their partners throughout the experiment regard-
less of the particular group in which they were placed. This 
can be verified from the tables on pages 104 to 110 inclusive 
in the appendix . 
Another fact to be noticed is that the total of the ex-
perimental groups score in excess of that made by the con-
trol group is a gain of total points for the group. That 
is, not all pupils studying under the unit plan did better 
work as measured by a test score than did their partners 
studying under the textbook plan . While some students ' 
scores under the unit plan ranged @bove those made by the 
students studying under the textbook plan from two to fif-
teen points, one pupil in the first unit for the seventh 
grade scored seven points below his partner studying under 
the textbook plan. In not one of the study units for either 
grade did the experimental or the control group succeed in 
scoring above the other group through all the individual 
scores. 
The average individual gain for the Unit Plan pupils, 
however, in Unit I was six and two-thirds points above the 
average score for the control group in this unit. This 
fact may be verified from Table XIX , page 107 in the appen-
dix. The average gain per pupil in the second unit of study 
was only one and five-sixths points in favor of the Unit 
Plan pupils (Table XX, p.108); and in Unit III, the gain 
per pupil studying Some Geometric Figures and Constructions 
under the Unit Plan was two and three-fifths points (Table 
XXI, p.109). This per pupil gain in the 1ourth unit fpr 
the seventh grade was four and two-thirds points . The neces-
sary data to verify this can be found in Table XXII, page 
in t he appendix. 
It should be noted , too, that in the unit of work, two 
pupils in Unit I for the seventh grade , and one pupil in 
Units II, III, and IV of the same grade have the outstanding 
high scores, which accounts for the chief difference in the 
total scores and affects the average score for all pupils 
in the experimental group favorably. 
<luch of what has been stated relative to the seventh 
grade thus far in this analysis is generally applicable to 
the eighth grade group ; that is, the average gains per 
pupil studying under the unit plan were small when compared 
with the average of the pupils studying under the textbook 
plan; two students scored consistently higher than their 
paired students and one student scored consistently lower 
than his partner in all groups in which they participated; 
and in no unit of work did all pupils of either group score 
above the pupils of the matched group . 
In the eighth grade's first unit, the average gain per 
pupil undel .. the unit plan was eight and one-half points 
above the average sco r e for t he pupils of the textbook plan . 
All but two pupils in this unit showed an advantage or posi-
tive score in favor of the unit plan (Table XV, p . 10~ . 
The average per pupil gain in Unit II, however , shows only 
one and five-sevenths points advantage for t he Unit Plan, 
but in Unit III, the per pupil average was six and one-half 
points in favor of the Unit Plan (Tables XVI and XVII, pp . 
104 and 105) . A study of Table XVIII , page 106 in the appen-
dix, indicates that the test scores on Unit IV for the 
eighth grade gives the Unit Plan pupils a per pupil average 
above their textbook partners of one and four-fifths points . 
It might be of some value to note that on the longest 
unit in both the seventh grade and the eighth grade , the 
unit plan of study groups made their highest average scores . 
The longest unit of study in the eighth grade was five 
weeks long, while two four - week units were the longest 
units in the seventh grade . 
A comparison between the arithmetic fundamentals test 
s co res made by the pupils in the initial testing pro gram 
of this experiment 1.,1,1 i th the test s cores made on the same 
test at t he conclusion of the experiment indicates t hat the 
pupil ' s ability to do arithmetic fundamentals did not suffer 
for the lack of drill . In fact, there was a decided gain 
for the group in total scores for each grade , and most in-
dividuals did better on the second testing t han they did on 
the initial testing . The comparative s cores can be found 
in Table XXIII, page 111 in t he appendix . Of course some 
gain could be expected as a result of student review of 




1. Limits in Source Data 
The small number of pupils taking part i n this ex-
periment, the short length of time, and the small number 
of experimental factors used , liuits t he extent to whi ch 
conclus ions can be generalized. 
It is apparent at once tha t factors other than achieve-
ment mi ght have entered into the experiment; and t hat t hese 
factors we re not measure d , and 'iNhich mi ght show an advan-
tage for one me thod of tea ch ing over the other. Some of 
these unmeasured fac to rs mi ght be study habits , retention, 
interest, motivation, health, mind set, physical condition , 
home ba ckground or conditions, and per haps others. 
2 . Advantages and Disadvantages 
There is perhaps no advantage or di sadvant age of one 
method of teachi ng over the other me t hod in t he amount of 
time required in outside preparation. Both methods require 
about the same amount of time in class; but perhaps slightly 
more ti~e i s required of t he teacher in preparing the units 
of instruction than in using the textbook plan . 
The test s cores on t he units of work indicate that 
pupils with superior ability, comparatively, attain a 
higher standard of achievement under the Unit Plan of 
instruction than do like pupils under the textbook plan 
of instruction. Also, the low ability pupils, compara-
tively, achieve better when taught under the Unit Plan 
of instruction. 
There is little or no advantage in either method of 
instruction for slower progressing pupils . This statement 
is based on subject-matter achievement . 
The Ur-it Plan of instruction offers provisions for in-
dividual differences since it places activity upon the pupil 
instead of the teacher . In this experiment, the pupils ex-
pressed a preference for the Unit Plan of instruction over 
the traditional textbook plan of work . This must be con-
sidered of value and significant in that it affects the pup-
il's emotional set. 
The Unit Plan offers an interesting challenge to the 
bright pupils through the supplementary work and additional 
problems, while the self-testing feature of each unit ap-
peals to the weaker student. The Unit Plan may well be the 
key to differentiated content and teaching procedure, whether 
the classes are homogeneous or heterogeneous . 
This plan is highly adaptable to the local environment, 
which makes it possible to introduce and teach skills that 
function because the pupils can understand the purpose for 
using them; that is, skills can be taught with most direct 
reference to life interests or pupil needs . The so - called 
basic textbook is not always adaptable in this manner and 
therefore cannot be used consistently over a wide area as 
can the Unit Plan . To follow the textbook closely does not 
meet the pupil needs or requirements, which often vary over 
a wide range of ability and achievement even in single grades 
or classes . But the Unit Plan helps to enrich a course, 
promotes curiosity, and develops interest in learning and 
finding facts, and the pupil ability level can be used as 
a base upon which to build the units of work . The unit need 
not contain the non-functional material or unrelated drill 
units which so-called basic textbooks sometimes contain and 
which make for over-learning of non-essentials. 
'l'he Unit Plan conforms more nearly with the methods 
used in progressive schools in the teaching of arithmetic . 
Children should do more reading and talk-
ing about numbers before they are confronted 
with formal reasoning problems . 1 
Older children should be encouraged to 
bring in from home problems found in the news-
paper or advertisements, or problems of the 
home , such as balancing accounts and in check-
ing grocery bills .2 
The Unit Plan can qualify in these respects, and in 
addition it offers the feature of pupil-cooperation and 
s elf - motivated reaction . 
1. 
2. 
Hi ldreth , u-ertrude, Learning 'rhe Three H' s . Minneapolis, 
Educat ional Publisher s , Inc . , (1936]. p . 776 . 
I bid . , p . 782 . 
The Unit Plan can simplify and collect te rminology and 
el i minate t he ' catch" or t he manufactured artificial prob-
l ems which often appear in textbooks and are used without 
profit to the pupils . It seems appropriate to a gain quote 
Hildreth: 
Most children deficient in problem solving 
are victims of too much textbook work . 3 
And a gain : 
The development of arithmetic reasoning prob-
lems i n centers of activity carried on is much 
preferable to the assignment of problems from a 
textbook fo r r emedial work . 4 
J . Ibid. , p. 775 . 
4 . Ibid. 
CH APTER VI 
SUMMARY 
There were a number of factors beyond control in this 
experiment. In view of the limitations named in the con-
clusions and results as found in this study, the experimen-
ter suggests that his e~-periment might indicate a possible 
tendency for groups of pupils studying under the Unit Plan 
to achieve more t nan groups of pupils studying under the 
textbook plan . It is possible that the data and cases of 
sa.inpling are not enough to establish a fact to this ef-
fect. 
However, if a large number of experiments of the same 
nature and with outcomes similar were reported, one could 
state with reasonable certainty that the Unit Plan of in-
struction in arithmetic for the seventh and eighth grades 
is better or superior to the textbook plan, whe t her the 
pupils are above or below average intelligence, and that 
the Unit Plan makes for more rapid progress with more in-
terest, with an equal expenditure of time. 
Since all students used in t his experiment had had 
six and seven years of school work in arithmetic under the 
textbook plan of instruction , the tendency to continue in 
habits already established under this plan might not be 
counter-balanced by the novelty or newness of the Unit 
Plan. 
The experimenter feels, nevertheless, that the exper-
iment has been worthwhile; that, with greater sampling of 
cases and increased numbers of units of study, the results 
would ma gnify those already found; and, that in his own 
experiment with all its limitations admitted, the Unit Plan 
of teaching arithlnetic to seventh and eighth grade pupils 
is superior to the textbook plan of instruction. 
APP.1!:NDIX 
TABLE I 
The Initial Testing Data of the Seventh Grade Group. 
Chrono- Arithme-logical Mental General Name Age in Age I. Q,. tic Funda- Achieve-
Months mentals ment 
Bob Bock 145 185 128 43 97 
Dean Heckel 150 173 116 28 89 
Joe Starke 13.3 167 126 19 85 
Evelyn .McMillan 142 160 113 27 84 
Dorothy DeGarrno 142 152 107 34 84 
Bill Wilson 149 156 105 9 84 
Raye D. Foss 153 138 90 34 83 
Wilma J. Foss 153 154 100 21 80 
.tt'aye Bates 152 153 l Cl 19 82 
Janet Pifer 143 172 120 19 81 
Merritt Hardie 156 136 87 19 78 
Robert Denbo 155 161 104 16 75 
Alton Neil 171 136 80 12 70 
Wayne Eddingfield 145 130 90 5 69 
Delma Rader 174 147 85 35 68 
Cleo Cole 188 134 71 27 64 
Ethel Suiter 140 118 84 9 56 
TABLE II 
The Initial Testing Data of the Eighth Grade ~roup . 
Uhrono-
logical nental Arithme - G-eneral 
Name Age in Age I. Q. . tic l!unda- Achieve-
Months mentals ment 
Carmen Hardie 169 200 119 59 105 
June ,ilson 148 193 130 53 104 
Dorothy~. ~arton 164 182 111 52 102 
Robert Lamb 155 182 117 31 97 
Calvin Fuqua 163 179 110 45 94 
Betty Jo Cotton 158 174 110 35 94 
Bernice Breneman 163 171 105 50 92 
George Ballinger 154 176 114 35 91 
Jackie .Pifer 173 158 97 30 89 
Wand Lee Kearns 154 160 104 36 87 
G. R. Harman , Jr. 174 161 9.,J 22 88 
Opal Stimatze 161 157 98 60 87 
Barbara Holland 159 173 109 43 87 
Dale Graebner 157 152 97 27 86 
Lenore Foley 156 159 102 45 86 
Ruth DeBusk 157 165 105 25 80 
Kenneth Becker 156 160 103 26 79 
Vernie :Iall 190 149 78 27 77 
Betty }.:undee 167 157 94 44 76 
Ruth !.:crillan 190 157 83 23 73 
LeRoy Bartlett 186 144 77 35 69 
TABLE III 
The Computation of the Average and the Standard Deviation 
of the General Achievement Test Scores for the Eighth 
Grade. 
Guessed 2 
Average Scores F D FD FD 
105-109 1 4 4 16 
100-104 2 3 6 18 
95-99 1 2 2 4 
90-94 4 1 4 ( +16) 4 
87.5 85-89 7 
80-84 0 -1 
75-79 4 -2 -8 16 
70-74 1 -3 -1 9 _,, 
65-69 1 -4 -4 (-15) 16 
Sums 21 1 83 
GA = 87 .5 \~FD
2 
SD 2 XS :, N C 
C = 1/21 • 0 .0476 
2 
=~ 
83 C = 0.0023 SD - 0.0023 X 5 21 
C = 0.0476 X 5 • 0.2380 
Average = 87 .5 +0. 2380 = 87 .738 
C = Step interval correction. SD = 9.9375 
·c .. e Score correction. s = Step interval which is 5. 
TABLE IV 
The Computation of the Average and the Standard Deviation of 
Intelligence Quotients of the Eighth Grade. 
Guessed Scores F D FD FD2 Average of I. . 
130-134 1 6 6 36 
125-129 0 5 0 0 
120-124 0 4 0 0 
115-119 2 3 6 18 
110-114 4 2 8 16 
105-109 3 1 3 ( +23) 3 
102.5 100-104 3 
95-99 3 -1 -3 3 
90-94 2 -2 -4 8 
85-89 0 - ,.,I 0 0 
80-84 1 -4 -4 16 
75-79 2 -5 -10 (-21) 50 
Sums 21 2 150 
GA• 102.5 
=~2-c2: 2/21 : 0.0952 SD c
2 XS 
C : 0.0091 
C: 0.0952 X 5: 0.4760 
=I-!~ -Average = 102. 5 + 0 .4 760 = 102.976 SD .0091 X 5 
c = Step interval correction. s = Step interval C = Score correction. which is 5. 
TABLE V 
The Computation of the Average and the Standard Deviation of 
the Arithmetic Fundamentals Scores of the Eighth Grade. 
Guessed Scores FD2 Average F D FD 
60- 64 1 5 5 25 
55-59 1 4 3 9 
50-54 3 3 9 27 
45-49 2 2 4 8 
40-44 2 1 2 (+24) 2 
37.5 35-39 4 
30-34 2 -1 -2 2 
25-29 4 -2 -8 16 
20-24 2 -3 -6 (-16) 18 
Sums 21 8 114 
GA= 37.5 
~2-SD = c2 XS 
C = 8/21 = 0.3810 
2 =b~i-C : 0 .1452 SD o.1452 X 5 
C = 0.3810 X 5 = 1.9050 
SD - 11.482 
Average = 37.5 + 1.9050 = 39 .405 
Step inte rval correction. s = Step interval C : which is 5. 
C = Score co r r ection. 
TABLE VI 
The Computation of the Average and the Standard Deviation of 
















C: 3/17: 0.1765 
c 2 = 0.0312 






































SD : /1:FD - c 2 x 5 \--;-
SD = v-#-- - 0.0312 x 5 
Average = 72.5 + 0. 8825 = 73.3825 SD = 9 .7360 
c = Step interval correction. 
C = Score correction. 
S = Step interval 
which is 5. 
TABU: VII 
The Computation of the Average and the Standard Deviation of 
Intelligence uotients of the Seventh Grade . 
Guessed Scores FD2 Average F D FD Of I. . 
125-129 2 6 12 72 
120-124 1 5 5 25 
115-119 1 4 4 16 
110-114 1 3 3 9 
10 5-109 2 2 4 8 
100-104 3 1 3 ( + 31) 3 
97.5 95-99 0 
90-94 2 -1 -2 2 
85-89 2 -2 -4 8 
80-84 2 -3 - 6 18 
75-79 0 -4 0 0 
70-74 1 - 5 -5 (- 21) 25 
Sums 17 10 186 
GA: 97.5 




c2 = 0.34597 or 0.3460 
C: 0.5882 X 5 - 2.941 
N 
tverage = 97 . 5 + 2.941 : 100.441 SD =~- 0.346 X 5 
c = Step interval correction. 17 
C = Score correction. SD = 16.2755 
TABLE VIII 
The Computation of ttle verae:;e and the Ctandard Deviation of 
the Arithmetic .l!'undac. entals Jcores of the Seventh Grade . 
Guessed Scores D FD FD2 verage .I!' 
40-44 1 4 4 16 
35 - 39 1 3 3 9 
30- 34 2 2 4 8 
25 - 29 3 1 3 ( + 14) 3 
22 . 5 20- 24 1 
15-19 5 - 1 - 5 5 
10-14 1 - 2 - 2 4 
5- 9 3 - 3 - 9 {- 16) 29 
Swns 17 - 2 72 
GA = 22 . 5 
SD = yµD2 - c2 XS 
C : _2/17 = -0 .1177 N 
2 
= ~72/17 -C = 0 . 0139 SD . 0139 X 5 
C ::: - 0 . 5885 
- 0 . 5885 21 . 9115 SD = 10 . 2875 Average = 22 . 5 = 
TABLE rL 
The Vi'eighted Test Scores of the Eighth Grade Pupils in .n.r-
i thmetic Fundamentals and General Achievement According to 
the Variability of the Test ~cores . The SD of the I . Q. of 
These Pupils Accepted as the vieight Standard and Valued as 
Unity . 
Arithmetic Fundamentals General Achievement 
Name Average = 39 . 405 Average = 87 . 738 SD = 11 .48 SD = 9 .94 
Vi eight = 1.16 v·,eight = 1.34 
Ne1·1 Sigma = 13 . 32 New Sigma = 13 . 32 
Score Weighted Score Veighted 
Carmen Hardie 59 68 .44 105 140 . 70 
June ~iilson 53 61 .48 104 139 . 36 
Dorothy M. Parton 52 60 . 32 102 136 . 68 
Robert Lamb 31 35 . 96 97 129 . 98 
Calvin Fuqua 45 52.20 94 125 . 96 
Betty Jo Cotton 35 40 . 60 94 125 . 96 
Bernice Breneman 50 58 . 00 92 123 . 28 
George Ballinger 35 40 . 6r 91 121 . 94 
Jackie Pifer 30 34 .80 89 119.26 
1,anda Lee Kearns 36 41 . 76 89 119.26 
G. R. Harman, Jr . 22 25 . 52 88 117.92 
0nal Stimatze 60 69 . 60 87 116.58 
Barbara Holland 43 L~9 . 88 87 116 . 58 
Dale Graebner 27 31.32 86 115.24 
Lenore Foley 45 52 . 20 86 115.24 
Ruth DeBusk 25 29 . 00 80 107.20 
Kenneth Becker 26 30 .16 79 105 .86 
Vernie Hall 27 31.32 77 103.18 
Betty ~.::undee 44 51.04 76 101.84 
Ruth ~. c:r. illan 23 26.68 73 97 . 82 
LeRoy Bartlett 35 40 . 60 69 92.46 
TABLE X 
The Weighted Test Scores of the Seventh Grade Pu.nils in Ar -
i thmetic Fundamentals and General Achievement According to 
the Variability of the Test Scores . The SD of the I.Q . of 
These ?upils .n.ccepted as the 1::eight Standard and 7alued as 
Unity . 
Arithmetic Fundamentals General Achievement 
Average = 21.9115 Average = 73 . 3825 Name SD = 10 . 2875 SD = 9 . 736 height = 1.58 :;eight = 1.67 New Sigma = 16 . 25 New Sigma = 16 . 26 
Score 1.teighted Score We ighted 
Bob Bock 43 67 . 94 97 161 . 99 
Dean ~-Ie ckel 28 44 . 24 89 148 . 63 
Joe Starke 19 30 . 02 85 141.95 
Evelyn 1':Ic~viillan 27 42 . 66 84 140 . 28 
Dean DeGarmo 34 53 . 72 84 140 . 28 
Bill lilson 9 14 . 22 84 140 . 28 
Paye D. Foss 34 53 . 72 o3 138 . 61 
Faye Bates 19 30 . 02 82 136 . 94 
Janet Pifer 19 30 . 02 81 135 . 27 
Wilma J . Foss 21 33 .18 80 133 . 60 
Iv:erri tt Hardie 19 30 . 02 78 130 . 26 
Robert Denbo 16 25.28 75 125 . 25 
Alt on Neil , Jr . 12 18 . 96 70 116 . 90 
Wayne EddLngfield 5 7 . 90 69 115 . 23 
Delma Bader 35 55 . 30 68 113 . 56 
Cleo Cole 27 42 . 66 64 106 . 88 
Ethel Suiter 9 14 . 22 56 93 . 52 
TABLE XI 
The Composite Scores from the 'eighted Test Scores of the 
Initial Testing Data of the Eighth Grade Pupils . 
I. Q. Arithmetic General 
Name Weighted Fundamentals Achievement Composite 
(Unity) ·:eighted veighted 
Carmen ;rardie 119 68 .44 140 . 70 328 .14 
June 1 ilson 130 61 .48 139 . 36 330 . 84 
Dorothy I .... . Parton 111 60 . 32 136 . 68 308 . 00 
Robert Lamb 117 35 . 96 129 . 98 282 . 94 
Calvin Fuqua 110 52 . 20 125 . 96 288 .16 
Betty Jo Cotton 110 40 . 60 125 . 96 276 . 56 
Bernice Breneman 105 58.00 123 . 28 291.28 
George Ballinger 114 40 . 60 121 .94 276 . 54 
Jackie :?ifer 97 34.80 119 . 26 251.06 
1.-anda Lee earns 104 41.76 119 . 26 265 . 02 
G. R. ilarman , Jr . 93 25 . 52 117 . 92 236 .44 
Opal .'.:- timatze 98 69 . 60 116. 58 284 . 18 
Barbara .Jolland 109 49 . 88 116 . 58 275 .46 
Dale Graebner 97 31.32 115 . 24 284 .18 
Lenore Foley 102 52 . 20 115 . 24 269 .44 
Ruth DeBusk 105 29.00 107 . 20 241 . 20 
Kenneth Becker 10.3 30 . 16 105 . 86 239 . 02 
Vernie 1-iall 78 31.32 103 .18 212 . 50 
Betty Liundee 94 51.04 101 . 84 246 . 88 
uth Lc1.~illan 83 26 . 68 97 . 82 207 . 50 
Leroy Bartlett 77 40 . 60 92 .46 210 .06 
TABLE XII 
The Composite Scores from the Weighted Test Scores of the 
I nitial Testing Data of the Seventh Grade Pupils . The Com-
posite Scores have been Rounded Off to the rearest Whole 
Number . 
I. Q, . Ari th...'TI.etic General 
r-ame Weighted Fundamentals Achievement Composite 
(Unity) Weighted Weighted 
Bob Bock 12e 67 . 94 161 . 99 358 
Dean Heckel 116 44 . 24 148 . 63 309 
Joe Starke 126 30.02 141.95 298 
Evelyn :.Ic1l illan 113 42 . 66 140 . 28 296 
Dean DeGarmo 107 53 -72 140 . 28 301 
Bill Vlilson 105 14 . 22 140 . 28 260 
Raye D. Foss 90 53 . 72 138.61 282 
Faye Bates 101 30.02 136 . 94 268 
Janet Pifer 120 30.02 135 . 27 285 
1- i lma J . Foss 100 33.18 133 . 60 267 
.:erri tt IIardie 87 30.02 130 . 26 247 
Robert Denbo 104 25 . 28 125 . 25 255 
Alton Neil, Jr . 80 18 . 96 116 . 90 216 
:'Jayne Eddingfield 90 7 . 90 115 . 23 213 
Delma Bader 85 55.30 113 . 56 254 
Cleo Cole 71 42 . 66 106 . 88 221 
Et11el Suiter 84 14.22 93 . 52 192 
TABLE XIII 
The Paired Pupils of the Eighth Grade Based on Their 
Composite Scores from I . ~- , rithrnetic Fundamentals , 
and General Achievement . The Composite Scores in this 
Table have been Rounded Off to the Nearest Whole lumber . 
A B Group Group Differ-
Composite ence in 
Name Sco re ame 
Composite 
Score aired Gcores 
June l/ilson 331 Carmen Hardie 328 J 
Calvin Fuqua 288 Bernice Breneman 291 3 
Dale Graebner 284 Opal Stiinatze 284 0 
George Ballinger* 277 Robert Lamb 283 6 
Barbara Holland 276 Betty Jo Cotton 277 1 
Lenore Foley 269 \Janda Lee Kea1...1s 265 4 
Betty r.:undee 247 Jackie Pifer 251 4 
Ruth DeBusk 241 Kenneth Becker 239 2 
Vernie Hall 213 Leroy Bartlett 210 3 
'l1otal ** 2426 Total** 2428 
* This boy moved away from school before the experiment was 
well under way . This fact removed the pair from the ex-
periment . 
Three students were not paired for the experiment because 
of the wide range in the difference of their composite 
scores . 
**Corrected group totals , after the removal of the pair 
marked *, are Group A, 2149; and Group B, 2145 . 
TABLE XIV 
The Paired Pupils of the Sevent h Grade Based on their 
Composite Scores from I . ~ ., nrithmetic Fundamentals, 
and General Achievement. 
_____ G_r_o_u~p::__A ___ ~- ____ G_r_o_u~p,_B _______ Differ-
Composite Hame Composite ence in 
Score Name Score Paired 
Scores 
Dean He ckel 309 Dean DeGarrno 301 8 
Evelyn 1:criillan 296 Joe 0tarke 298 2 
Janet Pifer 285 Raye D. Foss 282 3 
Faye Bates* 268 ·.Jilma J . Foss 267 1 
Robert Denbo 255 Bill· ilson 260 5 
Merritt Hardie 247 ~elma Rader 254 7 
Al ton l'leil , Jr . 216 Wayne Eddingfield 213 3 
Total** 1875 Total** 1876 
* This boy moved away from school before the experiment was 
well under way . This fact removed the pair from the ex-
peri::::::.ent . 
Three students were not paired for the experiment because 
of the wide range in the difference of their composite 
scores. 
**Corrected group totals, after t he removal of the pair 
marked* , are Group A, 1608 ; and Group B, 1608 . 
Ul\J.L'l' .l. 
I. IN1RODUCTIOU : 
You are to learn that per cent i s only another name 
and notation for hundredths . Percentage is computing by 
hundredths . Thus , to find 7% of 340 is to find . 07 times 
340 , which is 23.80. You will note that the per cent sign 
(%) takes the place of two decimal places . In the sample 
given, 7 ;; is the RATE of per cent, or the number of hun-
dredths to be found . The BASE is the number of which a 
certain per cent is to be found . The PERCElJT.A.GE is the 
result obtained by taking a certain per cent of the BASE • 
.Any fact expressed in per cent language can also be 
expressed in fraction and in decimal language . 100% is 
the whole or 1 of anything . Per cents of less than 100% 
represent quantities less than a whole . 6% means 6/100 
or . 06 . Per cents greater than 1007b represent quantities 
greater than 1 . 125~ means 1 25/100 or l¾; it also means 
1 . 25 . Good -work in percentage is squarely based on the 
ability to write the same fact in all three languages: 
(1) per cent, (2) fraction, (3) decimal language . 
In a completed percentage example , there are always 
three facts. These are two numbers and a per cent. In 
any example or problem to be ·orked, one of these three 
facts is missing. The answer to be f ou_rid is the third 
fact . 
These illustrations show the three uses of percent -
age. Three facts: 840 ; 420; and 50%. 
(a) To find the per cent of a number . Find 50% of 
840 . 840 X . 50 = 420 . 
(b} To find what per cent one number is of another . 
420 is what per cent of 840? 
420 -+- 840 = . 5 or 50%. 
(c) To find the whole . 
what is the number? 
If 420 is 50~; of a number, 
4 2 0 -!- • 5 0 • 84 0 . 
It is i mportant to remember that in almost every prob-
lem in percentage these methods must be known so that one 





To learn the meaning of per cent . 
To learn how to change fractions to per cents . 
To learn how to find the per cent of a nwnber: 
(a) Short me thod. 
{b) Per cents of 100 and larger . 
(c) Per cents smaller than one. 
- t:. -
4 . To find what per cent one number is of another . 
5. To find a number when a per cent of it is known . 
6. To learn how to make practical applications of per cent. 








Brown , Joseph C. et al. Champion Aritl"Lmetics . Bk . 
VI . pp . 84-120 . 
Barber, Harry C. Junior High School Mathematics. 
Seventh Year. pp . 50-59; 65 - 66; 67-70; p . 209 , Test 57 . 
pp . 214 - 215; Tests, LXJCIV; LTh'V; LXXVI; LXXVII; LXXVIII . 
Hart , Walter W. Junior High School Mathemat ics. Bk . 
I . Chapter IV; Chapter V; Chapter VI . 
Stone, John C. Junior l-Iigh School t!at hemati cs. Bk . 
I . pp . 11-12; 16-18. 
Stone, John C. The Stone Arithmetic, Advanced . p . 56, 
Chapter 56 . 
Knight , Ruch, Studebaker Standard Service Arithmet ic 
Fork-Book . pp . 65 - 78 . 
Compton ' s Pictured Encyclopedia . vol . 2, p . 120, 
uThe Meaning of Per Cent . " Also , vol. 7, p . 2724, 
"Percentage . " 
IV. DIBECTIOi S AND ASSIGlJEENTS : 
(You are to feel free to consult your instructor about your 
work at any time.) 






Read to find out about the meaning of per cent . See 
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia . Study the Introduc-
tion . See also the Cha11pion ; .. ritb.metics, Bk . III, p . 
86 . 
Work all the problems on p . 53, Barber 's Junior High 
School Mathematics. rote carefully the sample prob-
lem No . 30. 
Find several (5 or 6) uses of per cent in magazines or 
t he newspapers . Clip them out and bring them to class 
fo r discussion . Try to be prepared to tell the mean-
ing and use of.per cent. 
How are baseball standings recorded? Find some of 
these records in newspapers and bring them to class for 
study. How do banks determine the cost to their cus-
tomers for the use of money? 
lviake a table of problems 2-7, p . 86 , Champion Ari th-
metics. Have your work ready to hand in at class time . 
SECOND ¥EEK : 
1 . Do the problems 3- 25 from Barber , pp . 65 - 66 , under 
"Finding a Per Cent of a Number . 0 
2 . Do Test LXXIV from Barber, p . 214, . Make sure your work 
is neat and correct before handing it in to the class . 
3 . This assignment .is a drill on finding what per cent one 
number is of another . See the Introduction explanation 
and also Stone , Junior High School Hathematics, Bk . I, 
p . 17, Problem 21. Do Problems 22- 36 from this page . 
4, . This assignment is to help you learn an easy way to 
write fractional per cents . See Hart, Bk . I ., p . 59 . 
Note sample I carefully . Do exer·cise 39, Problems 
1-10 . 
5 . irhis will help you to learn now to increase or dPrrease 
a number by a certain per cent . o drill exercise 4-3, 
p . 67, Hart, Junior High School 1.:athematics, Book I. 
Note the examples 1 and 2 . Problems 1-14, . 
THIRD VBEK: 
1 . From your observation, invent and solve problems deal-
ing with per cent . .for example : A coat in a store 
windo · is marked ~75, less 10% for cash . What is the 
cash sel ling price of the coat? 
2 . Copy and supply the missing values in the blanks of 
the table on pp . 64,- 65, problems 1-4-8, The Stone Arith-
metic , advanced . 
3 . State the meaning of the problems on p . 90, Champion 
Arithmetics, Bk . III, and note that some of the ex-
amples have more than one meaning. One meaning each 
is sufficient for this paper . 
4-. Drill - No advanced work (Short Method. C. 94--96) . 
5. Do the work outlined in the Champion Arithmetics, 
p . 106 . 
FOURTH i iEEK: 
1 . Do the check-up work on percentage, p. 118, Champion 
Arithmetics, Problems 1-9, columns a, b, c, and d . 
2 . Drill - No advanced assignment {V,ork-BookJ . {pp. 69-76}. 
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3. Drill continued . (:,ark- Book , pp . 77- 78) . 
4 . Review and Drill . 
5. Test on the unit . 
V. SUPPLElvBrTAHY WORK : 
THINGS TO DO AND TOPICS TO I lNESTIGATE - ( Choose one . The 
work should be completed on the pupil's choice before the 
test over the unit.) 
1 . Lake a table record of attendance in your room for t hree 
weeks, using per cents to show the number present and 
absent . 
2 . I,1ake a table of the football games played by Macksville , 
showing t he per cent of games won and lost . 
3 . L:ake a dictionary of all t he nevi ter.ms learned in the 
study of t his unit . 
4 . l.~ke a collection of newspaper clippings illustrating 
the many uses of per cent or percentage . 
5. Choose some stock quoted in a daily paper and record 
the per cent of loss or gain ove r a pe riod of t wo 
weeks . 
VI • TO mLP YOU TEST YO"GR Ia I m,T..EDGE OF THE 1HUT: 
Vhat is t he meaning of per cent? 
Of what denomi nator do you t hink when you see the sign%? 
Can you tell how per cents are used in making comparisons, 
and why? 
Can you name three steps i n fi ndi ng what pe r cent one num-
ber is of another? 
Can you change a common fraction to a decimal? The deci-
mal to a per cent? 
Do you understand the language of per cent? 
Can you use per cents to increase or decrease a number? 
Can you use percentage in finding t he profit or loss of 
money? 
Can you reco gnize the BASE in a percentage problem? the 
RATE? the PERCE 'TAGE? 
Do you know a short way t o find the per cent of a nUc~ber? 
Can you find per cents of numbers when the per cents are 
greater than 100? 
Can you find the nwnber when a per cent of it is known? 
- ) -
N. B. The student should not postpone the use of this divi -
sion until the last week of the study on the unit . He 
should use it from tin1e to time as he pro gresses through 
the unit , checking off the questions and statements with 
which he is famil i ar . 
. # . 
7th Grade Test on Unit I 
PERCENTAGE 
0 1. Express briefly the meaning of per cent : 0__e.-v 
@ 2 . Change t hese fractions and mixed numbers to decimals and then 
to per cents : 
3/8 ,3 zs 
I 3 Z5 10 ' 
2/3 . 66Z. 66~ ,& 
2/5 . -f/..0 £:_O iO 5/6 . !3~ %6~ % 
1 1/2 / ,60 /60 ,·& 1 3/4 /. 7t5 /75 % 
I 
~ 3 . Change each of these per cents to decimals; then change each 
decimal to a common fraction in :its lowest terms: 
25)b .Zj 4 1570 , /5 
17% , /7 _!1- 4,010 .z-o ( / 00 
l i; . t') !_ ~a 8% . oi7 %s 
@ 4 . :.ork these examples . You may use the back of this sheet for 
fi guring . Vlr i te your ansv,ers in the proper space nere . 
5,~ of 450 is ,.Z,2., so 3~10 of 4,800 is /6~ 
72 . 510 of 17,850 is / 2 9-y/. 25 112;0 of 16 is / Z. '73" ; > 
1/210 of 4?85 ,655.00 is # 1(;.:z, %. ..Z? l/45'o of J28,985 is gz,z. L/6 
@)5 . Use the shortest method that you know to solve the following: 
(Sho your ork here . ) 
5050 of )360 _}f x ~6o::o/.fO 12~i0 of 72 hxzz= r j • 
33 l/3o/o 96 A x of 
j 
51.6 = 32 75-;o of 
/ .,2. . / .S 
48 . 60 a: -r £!:00 = :36-:j0 
16 2/370 of 1,760 
7 
11. X 17/,o =J,'tJ.J 201~ of 355 X 3.55= 7( ; 
@6 . 1w;ri te your ans-v.ers to t hese examples on this page . 
16 is what per cent of 20? io3= 
7 
25jo of ? is 87? 3L/f 
9 is what per cent of 54? /6~% ? 70 of 8 is 64? %00% I 
175,o of ? is 749? :z!-25. 'Zif- 40/o 
l 
X ? is 256? i,--;x10 
0 7 . real estate dealer sold a house for ~4 , 800 , and was/ aid 
a coinJ1ission of 3~,o . Hov-1 much was his commission? ;£. K' 
0 8 ... 1-;. co gave 10,620 pounds of milk containing /4, . 1 10 butterfat . 
. [hat was the value of the butterfat at 24¢ per pound. ~o+e-..5o 
0<) . A dealer buys shoes at J 3 . 75 a pair and sells them at 33 1/3~ 
more tnan he paid for them . What is the selling price pe r 
pair:- #5. 00 
Page II 
0 10 . 36 of the 450 pupils in a school are in the 7th grade . 
":"hat per cent of the pupils are in that grade? 
G 11. Increase "67 . 50 by 2010 . It is now $ &1 /. Od 
(2) 12 . What will a bedroom suite marked at $112 . 50 cost after a 
reduction of 20~? 
$ CJo ,oo 
/ 
C.0 13. A man invested ~825 and made a profit of 1270 on his i nvest-
ment . \?hat ½as his profit? 79. oo ' ; 
0 14 . 1:hat is t he i nterest on '1?420 at 6~o for 2 years? I' So~ 4 0 -sir~ 
UNI T II 
I . 1 TR0DUCTI0l : 
Now that you have learned the meaning of per cent , we shall 
turn our attent ion to its application . Probably the most 
common uses of percentage are to be found in commission , dis -
count , profit and loss , and interest . The business man has 
to deal with these almost daily , and nearly everyone has a 




1 . To learn how to use percentage in finding co n_nission . 
2 . To learn how to find discounts-- trade and cash . 
3. To learn hOV\i to use percentage in finding profit and loss . 
4 . To learn how to find interest--for ~ore than a year; less 
than a year; and how to use the cancellation method . 









Brown, Joseph C. et al . Champion ~rithmetics . Bk . III, 
pp . 121-153 . 
Barber, Harry C . Junior .Jigh School ,_athematics . Sev-
enth Year . pp . 67- 70; 70-73; 153- 172; 125; 140-141; 226 . 
Stone, Jonn C. Junior High :::ichool Mathematics . Bk . 
I . Chapter VI, p. 117 . 
Hart , ,val ter • Junior 1-Ugh School I.a thematics . Bk . 
I . Chapter V, p . 66 . 
Stone, John G . 'I1he Stone Arithmetic, Advanced. Chap-
ters, IV, p . 56 and V, p . 78. 
Compton's Pictured ~ncyclopedia : 
Vol . 11 , p . 120-122 
Vol. 4, p . 150 
Vol . 2 , p . 43-45 
Vol. 13 , p . 291 
Vol. 14 , p . 148 
The : ,orld Books : 
Vol . 3 , p . 1802 
Vol. 8 , p . 432 
Vol . 5 , p . 3010-3012 
Kni ght, rtuch, Studebaker Standard Service arithmetic 
Kork- Book . 
IV . DIHECTIONS Al~D bSll¾N ·J.LlJTS: 
(Feel free to consult your instructor about your work at 
any time . ) 
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FIRST vYEEK : 
1. Read t o find the meaning of commiss i on . Find the mean-
ing of the following : gross procee ds ; net proceeds ; 
agent ; principal ; commiss i on merchant ; rate of commis-
s i on ; and broker. 
2 . Work probl ems . Barber , pp . 67-68 . Problems 1 - 9 (nwu-
bers are inclusive) . 
3. 1'ork problems . Stone , pp . 128- 129 . Problems 1 - 12 . 
4 . \wrk problems . Cham£ion Arithmetics , p . 126 . Prob-
lems 1 - 8 . 
5 . ',:ork problems . Barber, pp . 68- 70 . Problems under 
Discount, 1 - 13 . 
SECOND T vEEK: 
1. Read to find the meaning of profit and loss . Find the 
meaning of the following and be able to illustrate: 
margin , cost , selling price , overhead , profit , loss , 
wholesale , retail , trade discount , gross profit, net 
profit , net loss , consumer , and producer . 
2 . : 'ork problems . Stone , advanced , p . 92 . Problems 1 - 10 . 
Drill exercises . 
J . :·,-ork problems . Barber, p . 153- 15 / . Problems J-21. 
4 . 3tudy Champion Arithmetics , p . 128 . Learn the meaning 
of the words printed in italics . Do problems same 
page 2- 12 . 
5. Work problems . Barber , p . 156-160 . Problems 24-JJ . 
THIRD V:EEK: 
1 . Continue \',ork of last Friday (No . 5 of S..ci:COl"\D VJEE- ) • 
Begin problem p . 159 , Problem 37 and continue to 
Problem 51 . 
2 . Read to learn the meaning of the follo~ing : interest , 
rate of interest , principal , amount , annum , promissor,r 
note , time , bank di scount , capital , simple and compound 
interest . Learn formula for finding interest . 
3. torh. problems . Barber , p . 179 . Problems 1 - 12 . Put 
in t ab l e form . 
4 . 1'i"ork probl ems . Barber , p . 180 . Problems 16- 26 . Put 
in tabl e f orm . 
5 . \.-ork pro bl ems . Hart , Bk . I. , p . 101, Problems 1-15 . 
FOUR'l'H WEEK : 
1 . :fork problems . Hart , Bk . I , p . 103 . Problems 1 - 15 . 
2 . 1·i'ork problems • .dart , Bk . I , p . 104,- 105 . Problems 1 - 20 . 
3 . Drill work . Interest . 
4 . Review (Bring your questions) . 
5. Test on the Unit . 
V . SUPPLEMENTiL"RY WORK : 
THIHGS r:10 DO 1-1.ND TO res TO Il-!VESTIGATE: ( Choose one . 
The ,rork should be done before the t est over the unit . ) 
1 . ~:rite the definition of all the new terms studied in 
this unit . 
2 . Make an oral report to the class on price codes . Il -
lustrate (See ChamDion Arithmetics , Bk . III . p . 138) . 
3 . r.n:ake a report on early banking and interest . 
4 . Devise or find formulas to use in solving problems in 
commission , discount, profit and loss , and interest . 
Illustrate your formula . 
5. Report and illustrate orally (or written) the six- per-
cent method in interest finding . 
6 . Illustrate with a sampl e problem all 'v:orking possibili -
ties of this formula : I = pr t . 
7 . Draw and properly fill 10 business forms . 
8 . Clip from ne'v1·spapers and magazines advertisements and 
material which illustrate practical applications of 
percentage . Exampl es are : sales offering discounts , 
investment advert i sements , etc . Try to find t nem for 
Commission , Discount , Profit and Loss , and Interest . 
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VI. TO ~CLP YOU TE.:::>1r YOUR Ci. 0 ,LlLG:2 OF Trill U:HT . ( T 1e student 
should , from time to time , check off the follo~ing state-
ments and questions as he become s familiar v1i th them . Do 
not postpone the use of t hi s diviRion of study until t he 
last week . ) · 









( h ) 
( i) 
( j ) 
( k) 
( 1) 
Two hundred fift y per cent of a nwnber is tne same 
as-,..- -,-- time s the number . 
l11ar gin i ncludes the ----- and the 
A discount of "1/3 offt1 is ____ more t han two 
discounts of lOp and 20~ . 
;hen the margin on a sal e i s greater t han the over-
head , the sale results in a 
Per cent of profit based on selling price i s 
than per cent of profit based on co s t . 
If t he .nargin i s less t han the overhead, the sale 
results in a 
If a merchant reduces hi s overhead, but the co s t 
and the selling price are not chanGed , the profit 
is 
Per cent r1eans 
hen a profit i s made on a sale, the margin includes 
the _____ and the 
Advance i s a per cent of the----- of goods . 
The fee paid to a real estate agent for sell i ng a 
property i s cal l ed the 
The interest on a ,-,· i ven sum of' money increases as 
the _______ or the ____ or both in-
crease. 
(m) Thirty-seven and a hal f uer cent of a nurnbe1· is 
the same as - ----,-,-,-~_,. of the nun1ber . 
(n) A discount of "1/5 off 11 is ____ than 2510 off. 
2 . Can you define these: 
3 . 
4 . 
___ Rate of commi ss ion ; ___ net proceeds ;..._._,.-,--
agent; ___ commission merchant ; ---rate of discount; 
discount; ___ ne t amount or net price ; 
_t_r_a_d_e and cash discounts; ___ margin ; ___ cost ; 
selling price; --~overheaQ ; profit ; 
---los s; princ i pal ; ___ amoLmt ; -,--__ rate ; 
pe r annum; _,...-,-_li s t price ; price code ; 
----time ; ___ interest . 
can you explain the occasion f or tnese: "Clearance 
Sale", "Removal bale", "Pre-inventory Sale" , "Fire 
0ale 1', 11Dollar .uay11 , ''Bargain Sale 11 • 
Can you find the co~aission on a sale vhen the rate 
of commi ss ion i s given? 
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5. Can you find the discount i n dollars and cents ½hen the 
rate of di scount is given? 
6 . Do you know a short method to find discounts , when cer-
tain rates are given , as 16 2/3%? 
7. Can you find the net price , when the marked price and 
rate of discount are given? 
8 . Can you use the cancellation method in solving inter-
est problems? 
9 . Can you make up a problem involving percentage--one 
that affect s our everyday life at school and at home? 
10. Are you ac curate in the acdition and subtraction of 
fractions? 
11. Can you quickly and ac curatel y divide and multiply 
fractions? 
12. Can you find the interest for less than a year in time? 
13. Are you accurate in pointing off multiplications i n-
volving decimals? 
14. Can you correctly fill a pro~issory note, or make one 
from memory? 
15. Can you tell why discounts are given? 





How much is: 2 . Find: 
a . 6510 of n2? '1 +b · F"O a . 12½o/o of 48 " 
b. 50% of 650 lbs.? -3.Z6~. b • ½'10 of ~440 -"-2 . .zo 
C • 257; of 344 in . ? .¥6~ C • 100% of 80 Fo 
d. 76,o of 25 bu.? / l_ ~. , d . 15010 of 16 ..L-f 
e. 7310 of 50 A. ? 36 .5 /1: e. 33 1/3% of 21 z 
Fill the blanks with words or numbers which will make the 
sentences sensible and complete : 
a. One hundred fifty per cent is the same as /~ times 
the nwnber. 
b . v;hen the profit on a sale is 5reater than the expense , 
the sale results in a • 
C. The per cent of profit a:seon the selling price is 
an4-4-&-! than the same per cent of profit based on the 
cost. 
d . If the profit on a saJ_ e is less than the expense, the 
sale results in a-~----· 
e. Per cent means / o o 
f. The interest on a sum of money increases as the~ 
or the bc::r2 h / or both increase . 
g . Thirty-seven and one-half per cent of a nu.i~ber is the 
same as 3/4f (fraction) of the number . 
h . h discount of 111/5 off" is .£44 / than 2510 off. 
i. The money paid to a salesman ~ho sells on a percentage 
basis is called ~ 
j . r.·oney paid for the use of money is called 
4 . Solve the follo ing . Place your answers in the spaces pro-
vided . 
a . h.t 51ii commission, hor much will a shov-1 salesman earn in 
a week, if .his sales amount to ~657 . 75? JI' 32. g 7 
) 
b . An agent made a sale of .;,7 , 500 and received a ½,o com.mis-
sion . tlow much commission did he receive? 4 .3 ,'l 5 0 
c. l 'hat di scount would be allowed on a chair marked $20 
and for sale at a discount of 25~? P',5 
d . A bill of ~460 vms received which was marked "2% f0r 
cash; net .30 days . 11 What can be saved by paying cash? 
$ 9, 20 . How much money should be remitted to pay 
th~ bill with cash? #450 . So . 
J.Jage II 
e. Find the selling price of a suit of clothes bought 
at wholesale for ~24, marked to sell for 33 1/370 more 
than the cost, and then was sold at a discount of 10~ 
of the marked price . # ..z g: ,1
0 
f . Find the profit and the selling price on a bicycle 
bought by a merchant for $36 and sold for 12% above 
cost . Profit ,,I' f· 3-Z; Selling Price 4'~ o, .:52 . 
g . A dealer had purchased a car for :W 625, on which .l::e set 
the selling price at 10% above the cost, but finally 
sold for 15~ less than the marked price . Was there a 
profit or loss, and how much? #;zto. bo 
h . Find the interest on -,$350 at 6% for a period of time 
of 2½ years. ,,,5,Z.50 
i. Find the int e r est on $800 at 4!% interest for a period 
of time of½ year. #/<Y': clO 
j . Find the int erest on $600 at 6~ interest for a period 
of time of 50 days . (Show your work below and use can-
cellation method for credit . ) ,,,_ # 5. 00 "~'x ,r ~s= 5 .!!E---
5 A Matching Test: ~"NJ. 
• A. A per cent or hundredths part to be 
.1:J... (1) Profit . paid for the use of borrowed money . 
(2) Hholesa~e price B. The total price paid by the buyer . 
(J) Trade Discount c. The interest added to the principal. 
_£_ l4) Retail Price D. The amount of ~one y r emaining after 
£ (5) Interest all costs and discounts are paid • 
..Q_ (6) Loss . E . Money paid for the use of money . 
..E.. (7) Cash Discount F . The price paid by the consu_mer or 
I ( 8) Colll.tuission user of merchandi s e. A (9) Rate of Interest G. One in the employment of an individual 
L (lO) Time or company . 
...Q_(ll) Net Proc eeds H. The cost of doing business . 
G (12) Agent I . The rate in hundredths or per cent paid 
r (l3) Di s c?unt an agent for his services • 
.B_{ 14) Margin J . An arrange1nent of letters or numbers to 
_a_( 15) Cost indicate the cost to the mercr1ant . 
..L)L{l6) Selling Price K. usually refers to the sum of money in-
.1((17} Principal vested in borrowing or loaning . 
c (l8) Amount L . The number of days, months, or years for 
.J:J_ ( 19 J Expense wrl.ch a sum of money is borrowed or loanec 
J ( 20) Price Code M. Amount of mone y received which exceeds c 
- is greater than total cost of something, 
N. The price the customer pays for mer-
chandise . 
o. The result of selling for less than cost . 
P . The discount allowed for cash payments. 
Q. The price paid by the retail merchant. 
R. Term meaning the same as gross profit . 
S . Discount allowed by one merchant to another . 
T • .A:n amount of money to be deducted or taken away 
from a given sum of money . 
UNIT III 
I. I NTRODUCTION : 
This unit will be about some useful and interesting 
geometry . There are geometric figures about us at all 
times . It will be interesting to note some of these and 
to learn to recogni ze them when found anywhere . Buildings 
are the most connnonly used things to illustrate practical 
geometry , but geonetry or its use can be seen in our auto-
mobiles , in our rug patterns , at the dinner table , in the 
fi gures of our ties and dresses , and so on . For instance, 
this sheet of paper represents a plane fi gure called a rec-
tangle . Other geometric fi gures are squares , triangles , 
trapezoids , circles , and hexagons . How many of these fig-
ures can you identify in the room no? ~here can you 
remember having seen others? 
II. OBJECTIVES: 
1 . To study the classes of angles so that we may be able 
to identify and define them. 
2 . To learn how to properly letter and read the geometric 
fi gure -
a . Use of capital letters. 
b . Use of small letters. 
c . Use of numbers . 
J . To learn how to name lines 
a . Straight line . 
b . Curved line . 
c . Broken line . 
4 . To learn how to identify lines of position -
a . Vertical. 
b . Oblique . 
c . 1fo rizontal . 
d . Parallel. 
e . Perpendicular . 
5 . To learn the class nai.ues of angles and hovv to identify 
them -
a . Right . 
b . Straight . 
c . Obtuse. 
d . Acute . 
6 . To study the construction of the circle -
a . Circuraference . 
b . Center . 
c . Diameter 
d . Radius . 
e . Arc . 
f . Concentric . 
g . Chord . 
7. To 
to 
8 . To 
9 . To 
10 . To 
11. To 
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learn how to use the protractor to 1.neasure angles and 
construct them. 
learn the names of the different kinds of triangles. 
learn how to use the compasses in constructions . 
learn how to construct circle graphs . 
review fundamental processes . 
III. REF1..mEHCES FOR IIBADTrG AND STUDY : ( *Required) 
1. *Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia . Vol . 6 , pp . 46-51 . 
2 . Brown , J . C. CQampion Arithmetics . Bk . III , pp . 154-
168. 
3. Barber , Harry C. Junior High School :.Ia thematics . 
Seventh Year. Chapter IV, p . 81 . 
4 . Hart , ,,:alter 1': . Junior High School r,:athematics . Bk . 
I. Chapter VIII, p . 112 . Also , Chapters IX and X. 
5. Stone , John C. Junior High School :rathematics . Bk . 
I . Chapter VIII, p . 161 . 
6 . Stone , John C. Stone ' s dvanced Arithmetic . Chap-
ter VII, p . 104 . 
IV. DIRECTIONS ANL ... SSIGifo'1El TS; 
FIRST ',./..t£~K : 
1 . List a number of geometric figures that you can see in 
the room about you. Name others found in nature, build-
ings, automobiles , homes , etc 
2 . Learn ho~ to define and illustrate the classes of an-
gles. Letter or name them . Draw on paper . See Cham-
pion Arithmetics, Bk . III, p . 156, or Barber , p . s"o:-
3. Study Champion Arithmetics , pp . 159-160 . Vvork problems 
p . 161. 
Bring compasses and protractors to class for drill 
work (angles and constructions) . Copy angles given in 
class . Study Stone ' s Junior _Iigh School Ha thematics, 
Bk . I, pp . 166- 167 . 
5 . Do exercise 68 , pp . 128-129, Hart. Answer all ques -
tions in exercise 69 , pp . 129-130. 
S3C mm WEEK : 
1. Do exercise 71, Hart. 
2 . Study the figures on p . 173, Stone, and copy on a 
larger scale . 
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3 • Study pp . 164-165 , Charapion ari tbrnetics . Be able to 
answer all printed questions . 
/4. . Study pp . 166-167 , Champion Aritbrnetics . 
5. Practice work with protractor and compasses . Drill . 
THIRD WEEK: 
1. Do work , p . 116 , Stone's Advanced Aritbrnetic . Prob-
lems 1-7 . 
2 . Do Problem 5 , p . 119 , Stone ' s Ji..dvanced Aritbrnetic . 
3 . Do Problems 36 , 37 , 38, Barber , p . 89 . 
4 . Drill a nd reviev, on t he unit . 
5 . Test . 
FotJRTH WEEK : 
(Not unit work- - drill on f undamentals . ) 
V. SUPPLEJlfilriTA.RY 1. 0RK : 
THI NGS TO DO .A.I~D TO Il(VESTI GATE : ( Choose one and complete 
it before taking the test on t he unit . ) 
1 . Construct 15 geometrical figures , letter , and name . 
2 . r.=ake a dictionary of all new terms studied in t he unit . 
3 . Design and show in large drawi ng , t he plan or sketch 
for church window based on t he Goth ic arch . 
4 . Design a rug or wall paper based on t he combination of 
t hese fi gures , or one of t hem- -hexagon, square, rec-
tangle , triangle, and circle . 
5 . You may construct a circular graph on data t hat you can 
collect . 3ave it approved befo r e doing it . 
6 . 1~ ke a scale drawing of t he s chool yard . 
7 . Make an 8 ' x 11" s i ze drawi ng of each of t he fi gures 
s ho vn i n Stone , pp . 172-173 . 
8 . Liake t he drawings , on larger scale, shown in Hart , pp . 
144-145 . 
VI . TO p y l ~..!. T y1 'll 
1. an you efin°', ill 1 tr t. 
Tria gle · --' s u r point __ ; ve1ti 
strai"' t line --' lines __ , r 11 1 
anole __ ; obtuse, 
vertex __ ; perp n i __ , d asure nd an 
an n5 le __ ; use th ray __ . 
2 . Can you C ustruot a cir ul r 
3. Can you eadily i utiLy thu ill [' p 1 • t 1-. 
4 . Do you kno , bhe parts of tll ·Lr le 
5 . {ave you fair jud · nent f t l l lt' ·. 
b . Have you read the a si1 · ,1ent 111nd C rnpt Jl' ' ,;n-
cic10:2edia: 
7 . Can you properly letter a tr iuw.'l r 
8 . Can you use the compa s n to b:i u t litW l 1 l lll<l I 
9 . Can you use a piece 01 COJ' C ·ul Jr t L y lt't 
square corner on tlle floor 
10 . Can you recoe;nize many r eo :10trj cal gur ;'' j ll lmi lding ' nature , and so on 
. // . 
GEOM!!:TRIC FIGURES 
1. Draw the following angles: 
(a) Ri ~ht: I_______ (b) Acute : 
( C) 
Obtuse :--------~/ (di Gtraight: 
2 Draw any angle ~:::?::A --------
Illustrate each of the following : LilJESC 3 . 
(a) Straight line: 
(j) 
( C) Broken line: ~ 
( e) Horizontal line: 








PerT dicular li~ 
4 . 1.ame the parts of the circle which are lettered: 
(!_ == .,,.e-,(..ll..-~,_.,..,~~~-,c..c;....--
d, -= - ~ 
5 . 
~q 




6 . Erect a rpendicular line de to line AB at point C: 
CD 
7. 4c@iruc -&- 60Q)gree angl~ with 
it with co 1passes t leave compass 
bisection . 
0 
a protractor, and bisect 
marks to show method of 




9 . How many degrees in 1/60 + 1/12 -t 1/20 of a circle? S -1-
(j) 
#I 
10. Draw triangle ABC . Angle A is 40 degrees; side AB is 2 . 7 
inches; and side AC is J . 2 inches . (hint: :i..easure angles 
B and C.) 
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11. Draw Triangle RST . Side RS is 2 . 5 inches; Angle R is 48 
de grees; Angle Sis 67 de gre e s. tHint: Check angle T.) 
~-<---------6 
12. ,.:a ke a ci r cle graph using t h is i nfer.nation: .An income of 
,~2000 is spent in t he following ma nner: 2570 for food; 2O~b 
for rent; 22fa for clothes ; 21~ for ge nera l e xpenses; 1 2~ 
fo r savings. 
i C)IT 
7,&"' 





"If you would. knov. the value of money, go and try to 
borrow some ; for he that goes a-borrowing goes a-sorrowing . n 
Benjamin Franklin left us these words of wisdom . Thrift 
means wise management of all one's resources, but in this 
unit we will consider chiefly the wise management of money . 
Thrift must include the careful spending of money , as ~ell 
as the saving of money . The fellow who hoards his money 
and refuses himself or those near to him even the necessi-
ties of life, is not a thrifty man . The really thrifty 
person spends cheerfully but wisely; he saves for future 
needs and 11 gets the most for his money . 11 
II. OBJECTIVES: 
1 . To learn the true mea ing of thrift. 
2 . To study about somebody who , through thrift, built up 
great fortunes . 
3 . To learn the relationship between installment buying and 
thrift. 
4 . To learn how to make a budget. 
5. To learn how banks encourage thrift. 
6. To learn the meaning and to study banking terms and prac -
tices: 
a. Endorsement . 
b. Passbook . 
c . Statement . 
d. Clearing house . 
7. To learn about the postal savin5 accounts: 
a . Certificates. 
b. Stamps . 
c. Bonds . 
8. To learn the advantages of the savings banks : 
a. Study the meaning of compound interest , annual 
interest, and semi -annual interest. 
9 . To learn about some safe ways to send money to other 
places . 
III. REFERENCES FOR READING .AND STUDY: 
1. Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia , vol. 14, Thrift. 
2 . Brown , Joseph C. et al. Champion Arithmetics . Bk . 
III, pp. 225 - 253 . 
3. Stone, John C. Advanced firithmetic . Chapter VI . 
4. Hart , 1,alter '. . Junior High School Uathematics . Bk . 
IL Chapter 7. 
5. Barber , Harry C • Junior IIigh School Ma the ma tics. 
Seventh Year. Chapter 7. 
6 . Stone , John C. Junior High School llathematics. Chap-
ters 6 and 7. 
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IV. DI RECTI0.l b .:1.HD .n.SSIG_::.IENTS : 
FIRST -JEEK : 
1. Di scuss how t o open a bank ac count , and how to write 
checks properly . See pp . 225 - 231, Chaupion Arith-
metics . 
2 . Read f or di s cussion the subject of t1Thrift 11 from 
Compton's Pictured Lncyclopedia . 
3 . Jelect any person who has accwnulat ed a lot of money 
and be prepared to report to the class on your read-
ing . 
/4- . _Study ho\l, tne clearing house works . See encyclopedia 
and Champi on Arithmetics , p . 231. :; .. ake a sketch to 
show the route of a check through the clearing house . 
5. Btudy the bank state~ent . Brine statements to class 
for discussion and comparison . 
SEG0ND ~JEEK: 
1 . Begin a bud.get to run for two \'\eeks ti 1P- of your own 
receipts and expenditures . See Stone ' s Junior ~righ 
School 1,:athematics . Bk . I , p . 103 . 
2 . Study p . 236, Cha1.1pion Arithmetics for class discussion 
and see also Barber , pp . 175-176. LJo the problems in 
Barber 2- 8 . 
3 . Discussions and illustrations on how money grows at CD npound 
interest . ... ake comparisons of com'.)ound and sLaple inter-
est . See Cha.:n.pion ..ti.ri th.me tics, pp . 238- 24-0 . Drill v'O rk 
in class . 
4- . JJo the work pp . 177- 170 arber, Proble.lus 5- 9 . 
5 . dtudy Champion .ari thmetics , p . 24-4- . Committees to be 
fonned to investigate and report on : ostal SavinQs 
accounts (See Postmaster) ; registered mail ; money 
orders ; method and cost of telegraphinb money . 
THIHD 1·v":EEK: 
1. Commit t ee to be formed to investigate and report on 
the bank draft and the certified check . 
2 . Study Barber , pp . 180- 182 , 11:Iow Banks .. lelp Us . " 
;) -
3. Install ment buying VS . Cash purchases . Study Champion 
Arithmetics, pp . 251 - 252 . Investigate the topic from 
other sources . Be able to compare the cost differen-
ces in the two plans in buying some specific thing . 
4 . \.ork Probl ems , p . 253 , Champion nrithrnetics . 
5. Test over the unit . 
V . SUPPLEMENTARY WORK : 
THD GS 1ro DO AND TOPICS 'rO Il'iv.ESTIGATE : ( Choose one and 
complete your worl: on it before takin ; the te s t on the 
unit . ) 
1 . Plan a yearly budget for a family of five , and with an 
income of ~~1500 . 
2 . ~,;1ake a dictionary of all new terms studied in this unit . 
3 . Dra\\i or collect a sample of the business forms used in 
this unit of work . 
M:ake a compound interest table . 
selecting this topic . ) 
(See the t eacher before 
5. Show comparative costs of five or six different things 
purchased for cash and by the deferred payment plan . 
6 . v·irite a three-page essay on the su ·) ject uThrift . u 
VI. TO h::ELP YOU TEST YOUR KiJOWLSDG:: OJ!., 'I1TI ULIT . ·iork out this 




Can you explain the difference between a checking ac -
count and a savings account? 
Do you know how to open a checking account? __ ; what 
to do to receive payment on a check or to transfer it 
to some other person? __ ; how to write a check to 
take money out of your account? _ _ ; how to read a 
bank statement? ; how the check travels and is 
cleared through the clearing house? __ ; when and hON 
interest is paid? __ 
Can you define : - cashier __ ; deposit slip __ ; re-
serving teller __ ; pass book __ ; indorse __ ; check-
book __ ; cance l ed check __ ; and bank statement __ ? 
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4 . Can you state several cautions to observe in writing 
checks? 
5. Do you kno~ what postal saving certificates are? __ , 
postal saving stamps? __ ; postal savings bonds? __ 
6. Do you know the difference between simple interest 
and compound interest? __ 
7. Do you understand t hese : Regular mail ? ; re gis-
tered mail? ; postal money order? --;-bank drafts? 
_ _ ; telegra phic money order? __ . --
8 . Do you knov1 what it costs to buy on the deferred pay-
ment plan as compared to cash payment? 
• rt • 
7th Grade Tes t on Unit IV 
TIIE U3E .11.rD CA11E OF MOIEY : 'fiIBIFT 











Receiving teller . 
Endorsement . 
Currency . 
Deposit slip . 
C.neck book . 
Canceled check. 
Bank statement . 
Clearing house . 
Postal saving bonds . 
0emi - annual . 
Compound interest. 
I= P x RXT . 
( 7 ) 
( 6 ) 







Budget . ( /,Z ) 
Post off ice r1.oney order. ( 1 ) Insured parcel post and 
express . 
17. Bank draft . ( -2, ) 
1 8 . Certified CQeck . 
19 . Installment buyinc- plan . ( 1r ) 
20 . Barter. 
( II) 
( 'i ) 
( 3 ) 
( ):3 ) 
( I ) 
( /5) 
( ..zo ) 
( /6 ) 
( /ff ) 
( 17" ) 
a check drawn by one bank on its 
account in another bank 
an itemized account of moneys 
presented to a bank for deposit 
paper money 
savings bonds which may be bought 
from the local post office or 
v.ashingt on , D. C. 
a check t hat has been paid by the 
bank 
a booklet of blank forms for writ -
ing orders to one's bank to pay 
sums of money to someone else 
interest paid on interest 
a means by which banks transfer 
credit wit~out the frequent trans -
fer of 1uoney 
a bank employee who accepts money 
for deposit at the bank 
a way to purchase some thinRs by 
paying s:cnall suns at a stated 
interval 
a term meaning every one - half 
year 
a publis 1ed report on the finan-
cial condition of a bank 
the ~~yee ' s signature on the back 
of a check 
a formula for f indinr· interest 
a booklet for t~e depositor show-
i ng the runounts he puts into the 
bank and the arnounts t hat he takeE 
from hi s account 
a safe means of sending 1:-i.oney 
through the mail 
the exchange of articles for more 
desirable articles 
a safe way to send articles or 
t Lings too heavy for first -class 
mail 
a kind of ch eck known to be dgood' 
at the time of its presentation 
an itemized list showing the 
proposed expenditures of an 
income 
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II . Name five (5} things to al ways do when writing checks : 














V. Properly fill the check and stub: You have ~23 . 50 in the 
bank ; you have just pur chased a bicycle from the Acme Hard-
ware Co . for ~2 2 . 00 . 
"• I NO . -- p I NO: Playtown , Ks. 19 -- --
Date 19_ I PLAYTO 'lN STATE BANK 
I 
To : I Pay to the 
I order of ,P --For: I 
I Dollars 
Bal. Bro ' t )fo r ward I 
I 




Am ' t of this check : I 
I 
Bal. Carried Forward : I 
I 
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VI. Show below the proper indorsement of the check written above . 
( see question V, page II) . Jim Brown , a clerk for the Acme 
Hardv1are Co ., takes the che ck to the bank for deposit . 
CHE CK FACE 
VII . Sup 0ose yo~ take the following money to the bank for depos-
it: 3 dollar bills, l half dollar , 6 quarters, 11 dimes, 
12 nickels, 24 cents, and a check for $5 written by your 
teacher on the Playtown State Bank . ~·;i th these facts , fill 
out the deposit slip below. 
Playtown State Bank 
Deposited by 




Checks as follows 
Total ~P 
See that all checks and drafts are 
endorsed. 
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VIII . Vbat is the interest on ~50 . 00 for one year at 6;? 
I X. ~fuat is a reason for the added cost of an article purchased 
on the installment plan? 
X. Name at least two agencies that encourage thrift : 
1 . 
2 . 





XI I . Shm" the difference between the savings : 
$100 . 00 4fo for four years ; interest compounded semi-
annually . 
~100 . 00@ 4% for four years ; simple interest . 
UNIT I 
I. I TRODUCTIO : 
Banking is as old as history , although it was 01ce 
frowned upon because tne ta~in6 of interest was considered 
imuoral , and some nations forbade tneir citizens to en ,age 
in it . .1oney-lenders are mentioned in the most ancient 
Hebrew history . A Roman 01dinance of 210 B. C. set aside 
a place in the Forum for the money- chan:ers ,ho bou ht and 
sold foreign coins . 
The first real bank notes were issueu in 1661 by the 
Bank of Sweden to eliminate the handling of copper coins . 
The first regular barut in tne United 0tates as the 
Bank of Horth .t1JJ1erica at Philadelphia , chartered by the 
Congress of the Confederation in 1782 . In 1789 , when the 
Constitution of the United States went into effect , tr1ere 
were only three banks in t 1e country . t:ost of the people 
at that time had never seen a bank note , and, in fact, many 
people were opposed to banks . Today , ~1owever, the bank 
is accepted by the majority of people as a necessary in-
stitution . 
The modern bank is a complex institution , a financial 
store , but banking in itself is not a mysterious or ecret 
process . The firs t purpose of a bank is to accept depos-
its , or to borrow money from people wno do not immediately 
need it , and lend this money to people who need it fol' bus-
iness or personal reasons and are willi J to pay interest 
for the use of it . erhaps the ordi1tary worker ' s interest 
in banks is centered in the gradually accumulatin0 deposit 
which he is laying up for himself and his family . Even if 
banks had no other funct ion more important than this , there woul 
be the very best of reasons for tneir existence; yet , tney 
could not exist unless tl1ey were permitted to be lenders 
as well as custodians of the funds of others . These and 
other functions of the banks will be the central theme of 
this unit . 




To l earn something about the hi story of banking . 
To learn about some of the services of modern banks : 
a . Co nmercial ba11ks . 
b . Cavings banks . 
c . Trust companies. 
To learn about the classification of banks as to their 
source of autnority : 
a . ~ational banks . 
b . utate banks . 











To l ear n how to draw up and interpret the most common 
bank forms : 
a . Travelers ' checks . 
b . The check and s t ub . 
c . Deposit slip . 
d . Statement . 
~ . Bank draft . 
f . Certified check . 
g . Letters of credit . 
To know about the government ' s responsibility in set-
ting up standards of value . 
To learn something about t he Federal Reserve System. 
To realize the i mportance of credit and value to in-
dividuals and groups . 
How to determine the soundness of a bank . 
To learn how loans are secured fro m t he bank . 
To learn how to draw up a promissory note . 
To l earn how to fi gure interest: 
a . Si mple interest . 
b . Exact interest. 
c . Compound interest. 
To l earn about interest rates and char ges i n ins tall-
~nent buying . 
To learn about some of t he values of savings accounts . 













Compton ' s Pictured Encyclopedia . vol . 2-B . pp . 39-44 . 
1936 Edition . 
The ~. orld Book . vol. 1-A. pp . 574- 580 . 
Compton ' s Pictured Encyclopedia . vol . 1-A . p . 327 . 
1926 Edition. 
Edmonson & Dondineay , Citizenship Through Problems . 
Chapter XIX . 
Southworth & Southworth , American History . 
Beard & Ba gley, History of the American People . 
tlart, '~~alter W. , Junior High School Iv.athematics . Bk . 
II . Chapter VII . 
Brown , J . C. et al . Champion Arithmet ics. Bk. III . 
pp . 225 - 248; 361 - 374 . 
Stone , J . C. Junior High School Mathematics . Bk . I . 
pp . 137- 160 . 
Stone , J . C. The Stone Arithmetic . pp . 259-268 . 
Ruch, Knight , Studebaker . Standard Se r vice r·ork-Book, 
ur . 8 . pp . 62-73 . 
Barber Harry G. Junior High School I1:athematics. 
Eighth ' Year. pp . 49 - 52 ; 56- 59 ; 73-78 . 
I V . Dil-ECTI0NS Rl\fD ASSIGI;"i,11ENTS: 
FIRST WEEK : 
1. Read to find out about the early history of banks 
( ,·ri tten report ) • 
2 . Discuss early banking in the United States, and the 
Federal Reserve System of banking . 
3. Discuss the value of credit and how ii is established . 
4 . Read for discussion: Edmonson and Dondineau, Citizen-
s hip Through Problems . Chapter XIX. 
5 . Study Barber , pp . 49 - 52 ; pp . 197- 200 ; work problems 
in Barber, pp . 201- 203, Problems 7- 13 . 






Report on t he mea ning and applicati.on of these terms: 
Checking account; deposit slip ; pass book; r eceiving 
teller; cashier ; check; check stub; bank statement; 
clearing hou s e ; bank draft; travelers' che ck ; postal 
savings ; interest; compound in~erest; certified check ; 
letters of credit; promissory no te; collateral ; bank 
discount; deferred payment ; maturity; time; rate; prin-
cipal ; security;. judgment; note; sight draft; trade 
acceptance; proceeds . 
Bring to class properly drawn check and stub ; promis-
sory note ; de posit slip ; i ndG~sed check ; and a bank-
cancelled check fo r study . 
Study t he operation and purpos e of the clearing house . 
Be able to diagram . See Chamn ion Arit hmetic , p . 231; 
Compton ' s Pictured Encyclopedia, 1936 Edition, p . 42 . 
St udy Savings Banks, Barber, p . 203 . Expla i n Table 
under Problem 16 ; hand in problems 17- 25, pp. 204-205 
(Use table for compound i nterest ) . 
Study Cha.-np ion Ari t lll7letics , pp . 364-365 . 
problems, p . 365 . 
T:URD ·wEEK: 
1 . Study Champion Arithmet ics , p . 347 . Se e also p . 349 
(Exact interest) . Study Barber, pp . 73 - 74 . Do prob-
lems , p . 74 , 4 -10 . 
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2 . Study finding time between dates : See Chamuion rith-
metics , p . 352. Work problems, p . 353 . See also, 
Barber, p . 77 . Do Problems 2-10 . 
3 . Study : How to Pay for a Home , Barber, p . 200; see 
p . 358, Champion Arithmetics . Do Problems, p . 358- 359 . 
4 . Drill period . Work-Book , p . 62-65; p. 67- 70. 
5. Drill period . Work- Book, p . 71-73 . 
FOURTH WEEK: 
1. Stone ' s Arithmetic, .Advanced, p . 261 - 262 . Do all prob-
lems . 
2 . Stone's Ari th.rm tic , Advanced, p . 267-268 . Do problems , 
p . 267 , 8-21 . 
3. Study 3tone, Junior High School :. athematics. Bk . I , 
p . 139 . Do problems , p . 139-140 . 
4 . See Barber, p . 252 . 1iork problems in Table III. 
5. Cha..~pion Arithmetics, p . 366- 368 . Study carefully . 
Do problems , p . 369 . 
FIFTH 1:"JEEK: 
1. Study p. 370-371 for drill wor • Champion Arithmetics . 
2 . Study p . 372- 374 . Drill work . 
3 . General review over the unit . 
4 . Test over the unit . 
5. Test continued . 
V . SUPPLErfaNT.ARY \10RK: 
~-IINGS TO DO AliTD TOPICS TO Ilw.ESTIGATE: ( Choose one . 
The ·student ' s choice of supplementary work is to be com-
pleted before tests start over the unit . ) 
l. Reuort on the relationship of the Federal Reserve 
System of banking to the local state banks (see local 
bankers for added information . ) 
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2 . A report on ho~ the post office renders si~ilar ser-
vices to those of a bank . 
J . How can the farmer obtain a loan on his farm or stock 
through the Federal Land Bank? 
4 . Investigate and discuss the :neaning of 11 Bankruptcy . 11 
5. The First nat ional Bank of t he United States . 
6 . Barter as a method of exchange . 
7. I.:ake a dictionary of new terms learned in connection 
witn tne study of this unit . 
8 . :.rake a list of the different kinds of banks in the 
United States ~nd following each list the services 
rendered . 
9. "~ildcat" banks . 
10. 1 .. hat happens when banks fail? 
VI . ·ro J"ELP TEST YQUf{ KF01.1..EDGE OF T"J::ili JJUT: 
N. B.: The student should not postpone the use of this 
division until the last week of study on the unit . He 
should use it from time to tLle as he progresses through 
the u~it, checkin; off the questions and statements with 
which he i familiar. 
1. How would you determine the soundness of a bank~ 
2 . vvhy is it a good plan to pay bills v·i t h a check? 
J . Banks have always been desirable institutions? 
4 . Is it difficult to secure a loan from a bank? If so, 
why? 
5 . What are the three C's of credit? 
6. Can you nalne banks that perform the services of a 
commercial bank? Of a savin~s bank? Of a trust com-
pany? 
7. Can you name a national bank? A state bank? A private 
bank? 
8 . Do you kno~ the chief functions of the Federal Res -
erve Banks? 
9 . now many Federal hese rve Ban1cs in the United States? 
\,here is the Federal l e serve Bank that serves t his 
community? 
10 . Do you kno~ a good definition for: a check ; certified 
check; bank draft; letters of credit; bank statement ; 
discount; pass book; deposit slip? 
11 . Do you know the purpose of the J!,ederal :Far.i1 Loan dys -
tem? 
12 . ~·hat are the services rendered by the post office that 
























Do you know something about the part played by the gov-
ernment i n establishing and controlling banks? 
Do you know why barter is the simplest method of 
exchange? 
Do you realize that money is simpl y a measure of wealth 
and is useu onl y as a medium of exchange? 
Do you know what bankruptcy means? 
Do you know how to find the interest due on loaned or 
borrowed money? For a year or more? For a part of a 
year? 
Can you find the bank discount when all necessary in-
formation is given? 
Can you explain or discuss the work of the clearing 
house? 
Can you draw up a promissory note? ltrite a check? 
Recognize a traveler ' s check? 
Can you use the interest formula? 
Can you discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 
installment or deferred buying? 
Can you find the savings that would accrue f -rom a 
savings account? 
Do you know what compound interest is and how to 
find it? 
Can you use an interest table? 
Do you know '10w money is lost by hoarding? 
Do you know what is meant by : becurity; collateral; 
proceeds ; trade acceptance? 
Can you find the time between dates? 
Do you kno¼ why it cost to give credit? 
~,hy is no interest usual ly pain on chec~;:ing accounts? 
tlow large a sum may one depositor have to his credit? 
hat is the smallest sum that may be deposited in a 
postal savings bank? 
Where are the I'ederal !{eserve Banks located? 
~,_ay a bank safely loan all of it s ca Jital? All of its 
deposits? Tlhy'r 
Why is it absolutely necessary that banks be lenders 
as well as custodians of funds? 
L • 7T • 
':L1est on Uni t I 
BANKI NG Al D l.N1l'EREST 
I . A matching test : 
1. 
2 . 










lass book . 
Check . 
Bank statement . 
Banl- draft . 
Traveler ' s checques . 
Interest . 
Certified check . 
Canceled check . 
...:..ndorsement. 
Co_1_p ou::d interest . 
II '.!5 Fill out the check belo 1 : 
NO . .::J.._ / 5 ~ I I 
Date ({}:±. ~o. 19 3"% I 
I 
To: <l~ I ti I 
For: 8-Uo/dd I 
f6" I 
Bal. Bro't Forward / 2 ~o I 
A.m ' t Deposited __ {, .So r 
Total rl;s So , 
Arn ' t of this check : 15 tJO ' 
Bal. Carr ' d Forward : l,f :! 5°0 I 
l I' ) 
( 3 ) 
( 7 ) 
l /0 ) 
( 5 ) 
( I ) 
t ~ ) 
l 4 ) 
( 6 ) 
( 1 ) 
( ) 
interest paid on interest 
a ~ritten order to a bank to 
pay a sum of money 
money paid for the use of money 
the signing of one ' s name on 
the back of a check 
a check drawn by one bank on 
its account in another bank 
stocks and bonds pledged or 
given to the bank to hold in 
order to secure a loan 
a book in which are kept the 
accounts of one ' s deposits 
and checks 
a published list of assets and 
liabilities of a bank 
a safe and convenient way of 
carrying .money 
a check that has been paid by 
the bank 
a kind of check issued by the 
bank which carries a statement 
that it is good for the amount 
given 
No:i Playtown , R.s • ¢&L.3o 19:fJ' 
PLAYTOWN STATE BANK 
Pay to the 
order of cJ_;,,.,L $ /5~ 
/ ~- ---------- Dollars 
X X 
You have ?12 . 00 in the bank and deposit $6 . 50 more before 
buying a bicycle from Jiill Edwards for $15 . 00 . Use the cur-
rent date . 
Page II 
III. Give the classification of banks as to the kind of services 
they render~ 
(j) 
l . ~ 2 . ~ J 3- ~ 
Give the classification of banks according to their source 
of authority: 
1 . /1_,._C 
IV: \ihat Federal r eserve district do we live in? 
V. .lri te correctly a promissory note: g 
~ j -d dC. L4 _/ d- r4- H ·--~ -
x:;; ~-;r n~ -
;}'~~ 7~....o~ 
{, %. 




Name at least two things which vill help a person to borrow 
money at his bank: 
1 . h =~ =---~ ' 
2 ~ - . • c:11~ ~ . 
3 . --.-v L /4./. 
1,1hat number of days are t here from June 14 to September 3? Ro 
Find the interest on ,1soo for 60 days at 47;: ~/ .:Z 
The cash price on a bicycle is ~32 . It cen be purchased by 
paying ~8 down and ,rp4 per month for 7 months . \:hat rate of 
interest is charged for deferred payment? 12 ¾, ,% ; 
UNIT II 
I. I ,fTRODUCTIOl : 
How to judge a good investment is a very i portant part 
of one's education . \hen one has money to invest , there are 
usually salesmen trying to persuade him to invest it in some 
enterprise ; and the investor should know whether it is safe, 
or merely some speculative scheme in which he is liable to 
lose all the money he puts into it. 
II. OBJBCTIVES: 
1 . To learn some facts about hm to judge a good invest-
ment . 
2 . To learn some ways which one might use to detect fraud-
ulent or speculative schemes . 
3 . To learn the meaning of bonds , and to know some of 
the uses of them: 
a . Coupon bonds . 
b . egistered bonds . 
c . Serial bonds . 
d . hunicipal bonds . 
e . ::Jtate bonds . 
f . Federal or 11 Government 11 bonds . 
g . Corporation bonds . 
4 . To learn something about stocks as investments : 
a . Common stock . 
b . Preferred stock . 
c . .:.:iafety . 
d . Yield . 
e . arket . 
5. To compare stocks and bonds as investments . 
6 . To learn how stocks and bonds are bought and sold . 
7. To learn how to buy a iome : 
a . i·J.ortgage . 
b . ~1onthly payments . 
c. Renting and owning . 
d . Building and loan . 
8 . To become familiar witl1 some of the terms used in dis-






Compton ' s Pictured Encyclopedia . vol. 13 , p . 290 . 
Brown , J . C. Champion Arithmetics . Bk . III , pp . 376-4-03 . 
Barber , Harry C. Junior Hi gh School Mathemat ics, Ei ghth 
Year . pp . 205 - 210 . 
Stone , John C. The Stone rithrnetic , Advanced . Chapter 
XI , p . 269 . 
hart , ·'.alter ' Junior 1igh School Kathematics . Bk . II , 
Chapter VIII , p . 115. 
6 . The ··orld Book . vol. 9 , pp . 5554- 5556 . Also , vol. 2 , 
pp . 807- 808 . 
7. Daily newspapers . 
IV. DI:-{ECTIOl~S 'fD ASSIGN13NTS : 
FIRST WEEK : 
1. Tiead to find the meaning of the followin~ : Stock ; bond; 
stock co.'1.pany; par value; dividends; common stock; pre-
ferred stock; lein; registered bond ; serial bond; stock-
holder ; stock exchange (see Compton's Encyclopedia) . 
2 . Read for uiscussion : Brown ' s Champion .n.rithmetics , pp . 
376 ( 'Pro ble.ns 11 ) to 379 . 
3. r;or.k problems , Champion Ji.ri thmeti cs, p . 379 . 
4 . Learn how stocks are boug11t and sold : 3ee Champion 
Arithmetics , pp . 380-381; Hart, pp . 134-136 ; also , 
Stone , pp . 277- 283 . 
5. Do problems , Barber , pp . 206- 207 . Problems 3-21 . 
1. Review and drill - Do also problems , Stone Advanced 
Arithr.J.eti c, pp . 285- 286 . Problems 1-13 . 
2 . Do Problems , Cha ,_1pion J.\ri thrnetics , p . 382 . 
3. Do Problems , Champion .. ;,ri thm.etics, p • 383 . 
4 . Do Problems, Chara.pion . ri thmetics, pp . .384- 385 . 
5. Study for discus sion: Cham:Qion Arithmetics , pp . .387- 388; 
:Iart, pp . 115 -117 ; also , Stone , pp . 269-~70. 
1 . See Champion irithnetics , pp . 389- .390 . Do ?roblems 
1-15 , p • .391. 
2 . 
3 . 
Do Problems 1- 8 , Charnuion .hrithmetics , p . .392 . 
Study for discussion , pp • .393 - .395 , Champion Arithmet ics. 
Be able to co,nple te blanks , p . .39 3 . Bring a daily newspaper 
to class. 
4 . Study pp • .397- 399 , Champion .Ari tlmetics . .Jo v.ork p . 400 . 
5. Answer quest ions on paper . Champion ritmnetics , pp . 401-
402 . 
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FOURTH WEEK : 
1. Study p . 403 , Champion Arithmetics . Discuss in class . 
2 . See Hart, pp . 126- 128 . Do Problems 1-10. 
J. Review and drill . Supplementary . 
4 . Test . 
5. Te st . 
V. SUPPLEiviENTARY 1KORK : 
THINGS TO DO .AND TOPICS TO I1VESTIGATE: (Choose one . 
This work must be completed and checked in to the teacher 
before testing is started on the unit . ) 
1 . \·:rite a paper on u1~-hy tocks Vary in Value. 11 
2 . Define 25 terms found in the discussion and study of 
stocks and bonds . 
J. Show by chart the fluctuation of the value or selling 
price of some stock (selected from the daily paper} 
for a period of three weeks . 
4 . Write a paper on 11Factors to Consider in Buying 
Bonds . 11 
5. Show by comparative problems 11 The Best Way to Buy a 
Home . 11 
6 . Organize a II lay11 Stoch. Company from the class . 
VI . TO HELP YOU TEST YOUR KJ]OViLEDGE OF Ti.IE UNIT: 
(The student should not postpone the use of this division 
of the unit until the last week of study. He should use 
it from time to time as he progresses through the unit, 
checking off the questions and statements.that he be-
comes familiar with . } 
1 . Can you define the following? Share of stock ; par 
value ; capital stock ; stockholder ; stock cer-
tificate ; surplus fund ; dividend--; above and 
below par_; corporation=; charter_; board of 
directors ; preferred stock ; comraon stock ; 
stock exchange ; broker ; brokerage ; bond ; face 
value ; date of maturity ; mortgage bonds ;cou-
pon bonds __ ; registered bonds __ ; :Federal, State, and 
t:unicipal Bonds ___ ; yield to .. naturi ty_: __ ; mortgage 
; foreclosure of mortgage ; building and loan 
association __ ; depreciation=. 
2 . Can you complete t he s e sta tements? 
a . The _________ pa i d on a bond does not change 
from year to year . 
b . Some _________ ar e as s essable, but no 
are assessabl e . 
c . Interest on bonds __________ paid whether cor-
porat i on makes a prof i t or not . 
d . 'l1he rate of' di vidend on the common s t ock of a company 
maki ng large profits is l i kely to be 
than the rat e of interest on the company ' s bonds . 
e . The inco.ae on bonds is ______ certain than the 
income on stocks . 
f . If a business fails , the _____ holders have the 
first claim on the property . 
g . Usually ~~------ are subject to greater changes 
in price than are 
J . Can you explain how a building and loan association oper-
ates? 
4 . ~o you kno¼ hov to buy bonds or stocks? 
5. To whom do you go seeking advice be f ore invest i ng money? 
6 . Do you knm how to get the co,nparat i ve val ue or business 
standin6 of a coii1pany? 
7 . Can you shov that any one method of buying a home is 
superior to another~ 
8 . Do you kno,, what the better Buciness Bureau is? 
Its purpose? 
9 . Can you read the stock quotations fro,n the ne'i',spapers? 
10 . Do you knov vhat speculation is , and its risks? 
I • if • 
INVEST~ . .EJ: TS 
















Par value . 
6tockholders . 
Stock certificate . 
Capital stock . 
Dividend. 




Yield on Stock 
or Bond . 
Co'Jllilon stock . 




( ,7 ) 
( /?) 
( B ) 
( I ) 
( z ) 
( f ) 
(/o ) 
( /f ) 
( f ) 
( 1 ) 
( 3 ) 
( ; ) 
( 6 ) 
a kind of stock which has a fixed 
rate of dividend, and tne owner 
usually has voting privileges 
a 1I1ember of tne stock exchange v,;ho 
deals in certain stocks and vh o 
cnarges a commission for buyin~ and 
selling 
a group of stockholders in a coill-
pany ¥~0 are elected by their bus-
iness associates to conduct it 
a certificate fro~ tae state pro-
viding certain privileges and 
regulations for the company or 
corporation 
the commission charged by a broker 
for doing business for sorneone 
else 
the stated value of stock per share 
owners of the stock of a con:.:pany 
a kind of pro~issory note usually 
issued by governmental divisions 
or corporations for borrowing 
money 
the net income in per cent on an 
investment ..•. stocks and bonds 
tne business of buying and sell-
ing stocks and bonds , the place of 
thE amount of money, received fror:1 
tne sale of stock , which the com-
pany uses as a basis for doing 
business 
a kind of stock ~~ose income var-
ies and ,hose owners usually have 
no votes in the affairs of the 
co~1pany 
a certificate sho~ing ownersnip of 
stock 
a pled~e of property to guarantee 
the payment of money borr0v11ed 
the payment of profits on stocks 
to t~1eir ov,ners •.. the money raid 
II Comolete t hese statements with the best word or words : ·@ 
1 . The 4':a ,1;: --4.. <~-z¼~paid on a bond does not 
change from yiar to year . 
2 . .:Jome 1+¾c&-</ are assessable but no 
are assessable . 
3 . The interest on ~ / µ/ paid whether the corpora-






'I1he income on bonds is ~ cert ain than the income 
on ~ ~ • 
If a busine ss f a il s , the ~ have the 
f i rst clai m on t he property . 
Usually are subje ct to greater changes in 
price t ~1an are 
~hat are t hree f actors to consider in buying stocks or 
bonds? 
I V. rJame at least two agencies to whom you would go for advice 
0 0n the buying of stocks or bonds: 
1 . 
2 . -d~ 
V4~ If you were to buy 60 shares of stock at 50 par value 
(! which paid 5·h? dividends the first year , what would be the 
• 9 II income . ~So x b t!J = ..3000 x 5-fi_ J., = ,&/65 
VI ~hat would be the cost of 10 shares of stock , par value 
5 ~,i l 00 , at 91:t? E " 'J ,Ef- 9 ,4//00 X /CJ-=- 1/ooo /\ • /-25 = #/ /..:C, . ,50 
VII. If I were to buy 10 shares of 5½~ stock , j l00 par value, 
(2) for BJ, what rate v.0 1-1.ld I receive on t.b.e investment r 
(f/CJO X /o,.=c-4'/ i?c:70 P°/ ooo x.S!i._9'0 =,?'~5~ 
VIII . 
(j) 
Arn.an bought a 




- ?70 #....._s5 _ , ~7<7 / 3~o/. 
.P / 30 . / - b • /<7 
6,; bond at 90 in 1932 . This bond will mature 
will be the yield to maturity on this invest-
.t7 / C7 ;;-~ P'7--U µy =- 66,67-:- J>oo 




Mr . X bought a house and lot 
and agreed to pay ) 500 every 
interest due at each payment 
Compute the interest payment 9J 6 months; 18 months . 
for $8500 . He paid ~3000 cash 
six months , in addition to t he 
a t the rate of 6% per year . 
and the balance due at the end 
f5oo 4 Seo u 
5000 "06 
#,:5 6c O ,H::3oc:, . c>v ~ -
,{ · o So a ~-
$ J3 o ~ - r#Sa o ::-NY3o ~ -
IS:fe P ~o c:, 
-'ouoo 
A boys' club bought a cabin for ;;460, paid J 100 in cash, and 
a greed to make monthl y payments of ~30 in addition to the 
interest due at the rat~ of 6~ per year . Bow long will it 
take the boys to pay for t he cabin? Find each monthly 
payment and the total interest paid . IT 
# j----lf'o - t:1 cJ .::... .3 t:'o 
Lionth Payment Interes t Total Payment 
1. ~So $' /,tf7o 
2 . 3a /,.bs :31,66 
3. .3CJ /.So 3/, 50 
4 . 3o /35 
5. 3o /. -l,a 3/- :z,o 
6 . 3o /,05 
7 . ,3c:) .ya, 
8 . 3o ,7cr 
9 . 30 . (bo 3o, 60 
10 . 3o ,-zLS 
11. 3o , 3.a 30.30 
12 . 3o , /<.5 30 . /6 
u- -· ----~--vv o ............... .&.._ • ..6.,, - --J -
Life . 
UNIT III 
I . INTRODUCTIOJ: 
Insurance is a plan by which a great many people pay a 
small amount of money each , in order that the few of tnem who 
suffer loss may be repaid . There are , of course, ~1any kinds 
of insurance ; usually, however , when insurance is mentioned, 
many of us think either of fire insurance or life insurance. 
But the loss of life and the destruction of property by fire 
are not the only ways in vhich losses occur . For instance , 
one's automobile may be insured against loss by theft . This 
is called casualty insurance . Then, one who operates an 
automobile or some kind of dangerous machinery might carry 
liability insurance , which protects the injured against dam-
ages in case his car or machinery injures soille other person 
or person ' s property . 
In this unit of study , we propose to make a short study 
of tne most coA on kinds of insurance. It is interesting to 
note that the people of tne United btates spend about 
,,p2 , 200 , 000 , 000 annually for education; about 'n'3 , ooo,ooo , ooo 
for automobiles ; and about '.$3,500 , 000 , 000 for life insurance . 
II. OBIBC!J:IVE.J: 
1. To learn the meaning and purpose of property insurance: 
a. Fire . 
b. Casualty . 
c . Liability . 
( 1) 1,orkmen~ compensation . 
d . Co - insurance. 
2 . To learn some of the co1,.llTI.on facts about the kinds of 
life insurance . 
a . Ordinary . 
b . Limited payment, as 20-payment life . 
c . ::C::ndov\men t • 
d . Child endowment insurance . 
e. Life annuity . 
f. Term insurance . 
g . Accident . 
h . Health . 
i . Group insurance . 
3 . To learn the meaning and proper use of common insurance 
forms : 
a . Policy. 
b . Face . 
C • Term of policy . 
d . Premium . 
e . Beneficiary . 
f . Claims . 
g . Life expectancy . 
h . I ate . 
i. Loan or cash-surrender value . 
j . .l?aid up insurance • 
k . I,~ortali ty . 
1 . Inventory . 
m. Adjuster . 
n . Distribut ion of loss . 
4 . To learn how l i fe insurance is paid : 
a . Double indemnity . 
b . Lump sum . 
c . Life income . 
d . Survivorship annuity . 
5. To learn about some of the factors ,hich affect t1e 
cost of issuance of insurance . 
A. Fire Insurance : 
1 . Location of building . 
2 • •. 1aterial of v-ihich the buildin5 is made . 
3 . Use made of the building . 
4 . Use , location, and construction of other build-
ings in the vicinity . 
B. Life Insurance : 
1. Age . 
2 . State or condition of health . 
3 . Occupation . 
6. To learn how to solve the most common problems of in-
surance . 
1 . Finding premiums . 
2 . Comparing premiums . 
3 . Computing rates for comparisons . 
7. To learn about the advisability of insurance , and some-
thing about the kinds that fit the situations and con-
ditions best . 
8 . To learn so1aetning about how an insurance company 
operates . 
1 . Use of statistics . 
2 . Study of diseases . 
3 . Health education . 
4 . ~eserve funds . 
5. Investments . 
6 . State supervision of insurance. 
III . REF:8REICES FOR READING AND STUDY: 
1 . Compton ' s Pi ctured Encyclopedia ; vol . 7, I-J , pp . 94-96 . 
2 . The :.orld Book . vol . 5, G-K, pp . 3004- 3007 . 
3 . Brovm , Joseph C. et al. Champion Arithmetics . Bk . III, 
pp . 404- 417 . 
4 . 0tone , Jonn C. The .Stone arithmetic , dvanced . Chap-
ter ::rr , p . 292 . 
5 . Barber , Harry c . J unior High School ~11athematics , 8th Yr . 
pp. 69- 73 . 
6 . Hart, 1·,a1ter V: . Junior High School 1.:athematics . Bk . II, 
Chapter V, p . 62 . 
IV. DIRECTIOl:S .A.ND ASSI G 11U:J: TS : 
FIRST WEEK : 
1. Discuss the purpose of insurance . Discuss how it is 
possible for insurance compani es to operate . \~hy does 
the state require the right to supervise? See Champion 
Arithmetics, p . 404; also, p . 416; Hart , Chapter V; 
and general references . 
2 . Learn how to use the terms c orn..>non to fire insurance 
policies . See Barber , p . 69 , for study . Do problems 
Champion Arithmetic s , p . 406 . 
J . Do the problems concerned wit~ finding the cost of 
property insurance in Barber, p . 70, 5-38 . Study Stone 
advanced Arittunetic, p . 295 , for factors influencing 
premiums . 
4 . Casualty Insurance; Liability Insurance; and 1orkmen 's 
Compensation. \1ork Proble::us , p . 409, Cham:oion Ari th-
metics . 
5. Review and test on insurance terms and problems already 
studied . 
S..1COiTD \1~K : 
1. Life Insurance--Kinds. Study pp . 411-414, Cnam.pion 
Aritb.metics; Barber , p . 72 . Insurance terms and kinds . 
2. :.ark problems in Champion Arithmec;ics , p . 415 . 
3. :;ark problems , p . 72, Barber . 
4 . Class to interview local insurance illen on Insurance--
Terms , Kinds , etc. 
5 . Test on tne unit . 
V. SUPFLE~.!ENTARY '.JORK: 
THINGS TO DO AIITJ TOPICS TO IHVESTIG..A.TE : ( Choose one and 
complete it before taking the test on the unit . ) 
1 . ' rite 250 ords, 11~ hy Business .. :en Carry Insurance . " 
2 . heport , either orally or written , "Some N~ethods of 
Fire Prevention. " 
3. Report on local insurance rates, and why they vary . 
4 . Report on local city ordinances relative to fire in-
surance. 
5. List as many kinds of insurance as you can learn about 
and discuss t hem briefly . 
6 . Discus s unusual insurance policies, as the insurance 
of fingers or toes or wrists of pianists , dancers, 
and violinists, respectively . 
7. ; rite on, ttrlov' or thy Insurance i s an Investment . n 
8 . Di scuss the his to ry of i.iarine Insurance . 
VI. TO ]]~LP YOl, TES11 Y01JR -\J.JO,.kDGE OF T.dE mnT : 
1. Can you define tnese? Pol icy ; inventory ; face 
of policy ; adjuster ; premium ; distribution 
of loss_; term of policy __ ; beneficiary __ ; face 
__ ; insurance __ ; casualty insurance __ ; liability 
; workmen 's compensation ; life annuity ; life 
expectancy __ ; mortality costs __ . --
2 . Can you explain the chief differences in ordinary life, 
liLlited-payment life, endowment , and term insurance? 
J . Do you know what i s meant by co-insurance? 
4. Can you explain group insurance? 
5 . :,'hat is double i ndernni ty? 
6 . Do you know what is meant by cash or loan surrender 
value':" 
7 . l.hat is paid-up insurance? 
8 . Can you name several factors whi ch affect the insurance 
rates. 
9 . Can you find the annual premium on a given polic y when 
all necessary information is known? 
10. Can you give a reasonable ansvie r to why about one-half 
the people in the United States are insured? 
11 . Do you know t he basis fo r cha r ging by insurance com-
panies? 
12 . Do you ~now ~,hy insurance companies are interested in 
Heal t h and Safety Education? 























Face of policy . 
I rem.ium . 
_err.i of policy . 
Inventory . 
.d.djuster . 
Distribute the loss . 
Insurance . 
..:.:ndowmeJ. t . 
i.ife a.:mui ty . 
Loan or surrender 
value . 
JJouble ind~mnity . 
Beneficiary . 
r:L1erm insurance . 
Group insurance . 
Life expectancy . 
T~eal th insurance . 
ortality cost . 





a list of items insured 
the ain:JL1r..t t_rn co111rany agrees to 
pay in the case of total loss 
to spread the loss over nany pol -
icy holders so that no one has to 
stand it all 
the printed agreer ent bet1;,een the 
company and the insured 
the amo~mt '11.hich the insured pays 
for his insurance 
tIB period of time during which 
tne property is insu ed 
the representative of ti1e co11111any 
who , in tne case of loss , bargains 
vii tll t'ie insured as to the amount 
to be paid by the company 
a plan by iAhic:1 a reat _nany peo-
ple pay a s.:r:.all a o··.nt each , in 
order t..1at the fe\.r of trieill v,'.lo 
suffer lo~s Jay be repaid 
tne J:'c-r son to -.., o _ t_1e insurance 
money is to be paid 
the nu: .ber ot yaar..., and months 
that the average person may be 
expected to live 
statements of loss of insured 
property 
a kind of insurance which becoI11es 
a kin o~ i~vest .ent , the face 
being payable after a nw. .• ber of 
statud paJ~ents n~ve been ~ade 
an insurance r)lau c11iefly for 
elderly persons W10 1ay invest 
their money and receive a guarantee 
of a certain annual incmIB for the 
remainder of life 
tne cost of deaths to insurance 
co.r1panies 
t~e illoney that can be had as a loan 
upo·1 face of a policy or t.l1e a 10unt 
of oaiu up lnsurance for no fur -
t.'.1.t:Jr payment of premilms 
an insurance ~nich is in force for snort periods 
of time 
twice the aaount of the face of the policy paid 
for accidental death or injury 
itlsurance carried by e:~loyers on tneir ~orLers 
to uard against losses fro~ death , sickness , 
and accidents ~1ile at wori--:: 
a kind of insurance to protect one chiefly ag-
ainst l oss of ti 1e from ',.ork because of i llness 
the _Jayinent of all premiUJ.:is necessary to ~eet 







~tate briefly the purpose of these kinds of insurance : 
Fire -
2 . Casualty -
3 . Liability -
L.,. Life -
5. · ,orkmen ' s compensation -
I ake clear in 1:i.ore tnan one v1ay differences betv1een ordinary 
life insurance and limited payment life insurance, such as 
20-payment life . 
1 ame three ways in v hicn life insurance may be paid . 
l1a1te four factors v,hich affect the insurance rates on prop -
erty . 
iiame three factors v~hic 1 influence the issuance and preL1-
iuins of life insurance . 
VII . factory vvorth _;75, 000 is insured for 90,J of its value at 
~0 . 64 _per .)100 . T:1.e machinery anc., other contents are in-
/'), sured for their full value of 'tP54 , 000 at ,.,10 . 72 per ,pl00 . 
\_.:!:) .h.fter a short ti 1e the factory and machiLLery are completely 
/~ destroyed by fire . Find t~e loss to the insurance company . 
\..::!V Find the .net loss to the m··ner. 
VII~ My house w premiums 
years at 
,,,100':' 
is insured for .n , 500 . .dow much will I 
in ten years by taking out a new policy 
~1 . 28 per ,100 , instead of each year at 
save in 
each 5 
)0 . 32 per 
IX . 
(l) 
A man paid ,,2 , 000 for a truck to use in his business . He 
insured it for 4/5 of its value . The insurance company 
charged ,p0 . 35 a .rl00 for insurint: it against fire . iiow 
·nuch did the insuranc e cost? How much would the insur-






Lr . James took out a 20 - year endoVvment policy for $ 5 , 000 
at the age of 50 . The rate was ~50 . 50 per 31 , 000 . If 
he lived to be 70 , .i:low much would he have paid in prem-
iums to the insurance company? If he had taken out t he 
policy a t t he age of 40, the rate ;ould have been 044 -40 
pe r 1rl , 000 . :-row much les s 1.rnuld he have paid in 20 years? 
of Geometri c Solids 
UNIT IV 
I. I NTRODUCTIOJ : 
Almost all people raeet ;,.;i th the necessity of knov..ing 
how to find the contents or the square surface in such geo-
me t ric solids as the rectangle solid , prisms , cylinders , 
pyr ami ds and cones , and the sphere . These figures are 
about us in our 1omes and in our work . r.~echanics , and 
the engineers , architects , and contractors who plan their 
work for t2em , must be able to measure and to construct 
many solid geometry figures , as vvell as the plane geo -
metry figures that '\e have learned about . As you will 
remember , plane geometry figures are all flat , having 
only length and \ridtn . But solid geometry figures aave 
three dimensions, lengtn , width , and height or t.iJ.ickness . 
I I . OB.T.;..CTIV~S: 
1 . ~o learn now to sketcn the geometric solids named in the 
Introduction . 
2 . To learn how to find the square surface area and cubic 
contents of rectangular solids . 
3 . To learn about some of the different kinds of prisms , 
and how to find their surface and their volume . 
4 . To learn how to find the volume and the lateral surface 
area of cylinders . 
5. To learn how the volume of pyramids and cones compare ; 
and ho,, to find their volumes and. surface . 
6. To learn what is meant by vertex, slant , height , and 
altitude in the cone and pyramid . 
7 . To learn hoVI to co"11pute the volume of the sphere and 
ho,. to find its surface area . 
III. • wnRE1TcEs FOR READI m ~m STUDY : 
1. Brown , Joseph c. et al . Cham12ion Arithmetics . Bk . 
III, PP • 462 - 482 . 
2 . Hart, 1::illiam H. Junior .digh School Ea thematics . 
Bk . I I. 
J . Barber , Harry c. Junior .. Iigh ...,chool Ia thematics • 
Eighth Year , pp . 160 - 169 . 
Li- . 3tone , John C . '=1he Stone ~ritnrnetic 1 _,.,_dvanced. pp . 
214- 222 . 
5 . Co1'l:pton ' s . ictured Encrc1012edia . 'Geo netry" . 
- -
IV . DL~> CTIOlT 
1 . Discuss ana illustrate tne .1eaning of volume or capa-
city . :_ention thin:_:;s that have volume . .ti.ttempt to 
slrntcn representative fiGures i:1aving volW'le . Indicate 
the measurements necessary to corarute volw e . 
:-.! • i.:easure six rectangular solid found about the school 
building and coL1pute their volume . Try to ctevelop a 
formula v;hich may be used in fin.ding the volume of a 
rectangular solid . Report the surface area of the 
figures you measured . These figures are so etimes 
ca~led parallelepipeds . 
J. Do the problems on p . 463 , Champion Arithmetics . 
4 . ~ead p . 468 , Champion Arithmetics . Sketcn t1ree kinus 
of prisms, give them di~ensions; co1pute their surface 
area, and fino their volu.ne . 
5 . utudy "The Burface of a Cylinder , 11 p . 217, The Btone 
Arithmetic, ldvanced . oolve Problems 3- 9 . 
1. Volwne of cylinders . :Crill on findi-rig volumes ,, i th 
for.cmla V is -11r ,...h . Do proble,,1s fro.1.11 Barber , p . 162 , 
Problems 20- 26 , inclusive . 
2 . r,:ake th0 necessary measurements and COJ~pute the vol -
ume of anQ t1a lateral area of the barrel - like dru:a used 
as a.a incineator in t v bac~: yard . In class , drill on 
volume of cylinQers . 
3 . _._ake models of cones anc pyramius to correspond to 
cyli.aders and r eta _·~tlar solids of same di ,1ensions in 
base area anc1 altitude . Co.r:..pare vol:. es bJ de 11onstra-
tion , using ~nodels , th~ cone with tne cylinder and the 
pyramid with the rectan,sular solid . bee Stone , .t1.dvanced. 
Arith1etic, p . 218 , or the Ch~npion Arithmetics , p . 
476 . 
4 . ::,tudy the meani· g of 11 Slant Ilei6ht 11 • .:>ee Champion 
5 . 
.i'1..ri tllmetics , pp . 4 77- 4 78 , or riart ' s Junior _iigh uchool 
,BtJematics , p . 164 . 
Develo-o fornula for volu:n.e and surface area of tne 
sphere-. De:'lo strate v itn __ ,odcls . See pp . 400 -490 , 
Cn8.!npion nrithmeti c s . For Volw e de ill stration , see 
Barber , p . 168 . 
- ) -
1. Drill OL Sphere problems . ~o \Ork ii Chamnion ATit n-
metics, p . 482 . 
2. General co ,1parati ve exam µl es of \1ork i n the uni t . 
I evie\lv for.nulas and demonstr·ate their use . Cee Cnam-
1Jion rithmeti cs , p . 483 . 
3. Test: All work in the unit . 
T ..... I C-v TO .00 .tL D S.10PIC.S TO n~ ES~IGJ '2:E : ( C 100 se one and 
complete your ·work on it before taking the test or. the 
urii t . ) 
1. ..~a ke 3" or 4 11 models fro:n soap , v,ood , or paper of the 
geo2 etric solids studied . 
2 . ... a.me five uses of each fi{:;ure studied, t hat is, prac-
tical applications, as the parts of .:.nac~ines . 
J . ~.r ite a 2- page paper on early geo.:.ne try . 
4. Illustra t e the us e of all for~ulas studied in t his unit . 
Ctate tJ.1e for.J.ula , sketch t he figure to Vvhich it a pplies, 
suppl y di.J.ensions and solve . 
VI • TO -.iJ:LP YO'J E~ T 10 ~- XI o-. L.::.LG_._. 0~ · ,. C :;::T : 
( Co,n:plete this :-1a tc..J.in,:=r tc st before tLne to take the test 









2 r(r h 
peri J.e te r of base 
times 1ei_;ht 
4/31{ r 3 ½ circ1L.TI.ference 
~ 'he s slant hei 6ht 
7. f/ r " h 
o . ½ perii.1eter of base 
ti~es slant ne i ght 
21/r 
1/J b h 
1 w h 
½ b a 
1 ' 
l ateral area of prism 
di ameter of circle 
lateral area of pyramid 
volume of pris.Lll. 
surface area of sphere 
vol~e of pJranid 
lateral area of cone 
area ihclosed by circle 
area inclos~d bf rectangle 
volQae of spnere 
radius of circle 
l a teral area of cylinder 
surface area of hemisphere 
volwne of rectan5 ular solid 










(see next pa6e ) 
VI . (~roblem continued, seep . 3 of test . ) 
16. t1r :1.--
17 . a(b,+ b.z.. ) 
2 
18. 2-trr ~ 
19. C/f( 
20 . 1/3 tfr,._ h 
volume of cone 
circuuference of circle 
area inclos0d by triangle 
volwne of cylinder 
area inclosed by parallelogram 
I. 1atching test: V · 4.,,,_.,. 
2. b a 
3. 21IR h 
4. lerimeter of base 
X height 
5. 4/31(r "!J 
6 . i C x slant height 
7 . f(rJ. h 
(f ) lateral area of prism 
(11) dian eter of circle 
( 3" ) lateral area of pyramid 
(/f) volume of a prism 
( / ) surface area of a sphere 
( lo) volume of a pyramid 
t~ J lateral area of cone 
8 . k perimeter of base 
x slant height 
9 . 26 
(~ ) area inclosed by circle 
II. 
0 
10. 1/3 b h 
11. 1 VJ h 
12 . ! b a 
13. 1 w 
14. b h 
15. c/z-n 
16. r.,,-'-
17 . a(b ,..,... b l- ) 
2 
1 8 . 2 efr )..-
19. 0/-,r 
20 . l/3< r 
.n m i1.11ning tank 80 ft . 
averabe depth of 5 ft . 
tain ... t I 70 6. l 1: r· 
UJ'J area inclosed by rectangle 
~ ) volume of a sphere 
(/5 ) radius of a circle 
(~ ; lateral area of a cylinder 
(ji) surface area of a nemispnere 
(ij ) volu:ne of a rectangular solid 
(IJ ) are£.. inclosed by a tra_i?ezoid 
(.la volUc11e of a COl e 
(f , circumference of a circle 
(/)J area inclosed by a triangle 
(7 ) volwne of a cylinder 
(..Z..,) area inclosed by a parallelogram 
long and 3~ ft. v·ide is filled to an 
Hmi many I allons of v ater does it con-
age II 




Fine. the volu;ne of a triangular prism whose base is 9n x 16" . 
and vhose height is l/4. 11 • 3 ~1:~ -~ 
'~at is the lateral area of.a cylinder wi th a 3" radius and 




Find the volume of a cone 1i,i th a radius of 8' and a height . 
of 18n . /.;1..IJ.576 ~ -~ 
) 




Tie peri~eter of a pyramid is 48 inches . It has a slant , 
height of 16 inc11.es • ;',-_iat is its lateral area? 01: r :4:::J · ~I 
'vhat is the surface area of a sphere with a 3 ft . radius? 
I - 3 . 111-
.. hat part of a c ylinder is a cone \vi th like dirnensions? 
J / .3 . 
" 
• ff • 
TABLE XV 
Comparative Scores ~,~ade by the Eighth Grade Pupils on Unit I 
of the Experiment . Unit Subject: Banking . 
Textbook Students 
Group A Score 
June ~-ilson 
Calvin Fuqua 





















Betty Jo Cotton 
V,anda Lee Kearns 
Jackie ifer 











Group Difference in Total Scores is 68 
TABLE XVI 
Comparative Scores -.:i"ade by t he Ei ght 11 Grade Pupils on Unit II 
of the Experiment . Unit Subject : Investments . 
Textbook Students 




Be tty Jo Cotton 
,Janda Lee Kearns 
Jackie Pifer 






























Group Difference in Total Scores is 12 
* This girl left school before tnis unit was completed . 
TABLE XVII 
Comparative :;cores l'.iade by the Eighth Grade Pupils on Unit III 
of the Exper i ment. Unit Subject : Fire and Life Insurance. 
Textbook Students Score Experiment Students Group A Group B 
June r ilson 33 Carmen :::Iardie 
Calvin Fuqua 33 Bernice Breneman 
Dale Graebner 26 Opal Stimatze 
Barbara .dolland Betty Jo Cotton* 
Lenore Foley 20 \,anda Lee Kearns 
Ruth DeBusk 25 Kenneth Becker 
Vernie Hall 17 Leroy Bartlett 
Total 154 Total 
Group Difference in Total Scores is 40 
* This girl was absent too much of the time during 










Comparative Scores Uade by the :Zighth Grade Pupils on Unit IV 
of the Experiment. Unit Subject : Surface rea and Volume 
of Geometric Solids . 
Textbook Students 




Betty Jo Cotton 


























Group Difference in Total Scores is 9 
* This girl was absen~ from school too much during t he 
time of this unit to make a fair test grade . 
** This boy left school before the unit was completed. 
TABLE XIX 
Comparative Scores Made by the Seventh Grade Pupils on Unit I 
of the Experiment. Unit Subject: Percentage . 





1 obert Denbo 
Merritt Hardie 













aye D. Foss 











Group Difference in r1iotal Scores is 38 
TABLE XX 
Coruparati ve Seo res IV:iade by t he Seventh Grade Pupils on Unit II 
of the Experiment. Unit Subject: Some Applications of 
Percentage. 
Textbook Students 
Group B Score 
Dorothy DeGarmo 
Joe Starke 
Raye D. ]'oss 
Bill , ilson 
Delma Rader 















1.:erri tt Hardie 









Group Difference in Total Sco ~es is 11 
TABLE :XX:I 
Comparative Sco res Liade by the Seventh Grade Pupils on Unit III 
of tne :Experiment. Unit Subject: Some Geometric Figures and 
Constructions. 
Textbook Students Score Experiment Students Score Group A Group B 
Dean Heckel* Dorothy DeGarmo * 
Evelyn l1iC.Lv:illan 18 Joe Starke 21 
Janet Pifer 15 Raye D. Foss 17 
Robert Denbo 20 Bill \.'ilson 16 
l\ierri tt ~:Iardie 10 Delma Rader 20 
Alton Neil, Jr. 14- Vmyne Eddingfield 16 
Total 77 Total 90 
Group Difference in Total Sco res is 13 
* These students were absent from school too much during 
the teaching of this unit to make fair test scores . 
TABLE XXII 
Comparative Scores Made by the Seventh Grade Pupils on Unit IV of the Experiment . Unit Subject: Thrift - The Use and 
Care of Money . 
Textbook Students Score 
Group B 
Dorothy DeGarmo 21 
Joe Starke 23 
i1aye D. Foss 27 
Bill 1-Vilson 20 
Delma Rader 26 
r.ayne Eddingfield 19 
Total 136 
Experiment Student s Score 
Group A 
Dean He ckel 36 
Evelyn McMillan 27 
Janet Pifer 32 
Robert Denbo 24 
Merritt Hardie 30 
Alton Neil, Jr . 15 
Total 164, 
Group Difference in Total Sco1·es is 28 
TABLE XXIII 
A 1l.1able of Comparative Test Scores in · ri thmetic Fundamentals 
for the Seventh and Eighth Grades . The Scores Were •. ~ade on 
the Schorling-Clark-Potter ArithrJetic Test , Form 1-:1. , Before and 
After the Experiment . 
Seventh Grade 
I ame Before After 
LJorothy DeGarmo 34 31 
Joe Starke 19 
Raye D. Foss 34 
Bill ~ilson 9 
Delma Rader 35 
\ ayne Eddingf ield 5 
Dean Heckel 28 
Evelyn 1.lc1,:illan 27 
Janet ~ifer 19 
obert Denbo 16 
l~rritt Hardie 19 
















Carmen .tiardie 59 84 
Bernice Breneman 50 
Opal Stimatze 60 
Betty Jo Cotton 35 
v:anda Lee i:earns 36 
Kenneth Becker 26 
Leroy Bartlett (35) 
June 1·,ilson 53 
Calvin Fuqua 45 
Dale Graebner 27 
Barbara Holland 43 
Lenore Foley 45 




















* This pupil was out of school ½hen the test was given after 
t'J.e experiment . 
Only pupils v:ho tooK part in at least three uni ts of work 
of the experiment are listed in the above table . 
B I B L I O G R H Y 
B I B L I O G R A P H Y 
1. Barber , Harry C. Junior :Ugh School Mathematics, 
2ighth School Year . Boston , :foughton :.iifflin 
Company , (19 32] • 28l p . 
Indispensable for this study . Used as 
the textbook in this study . 
2 . Barber, Harry C. Junior rli gh ,School Cathematics, 
Seventh School Year . Boston, iioug.;:iton !.ifflin 
Company , [19 33] . 239p . 
A textbook for this study, and t herefore 
indispensable . 
3. Billett , Roy 0 . Plans Characterized LJ The Unit 
::system . ( In The School eview. Vol. 40, p . 653 - 668 . 
r ov., 1932) . 
Very goo d for this study . Samples of units and 
unit - assignments are given . 
4 . Brown , J . C. A. ~um.mary Of c-ome ..., i gnifican t Conclusions 
neached By Investigators .t<.elati ve To Arithmetic . 
(In The ~leroentary School Journal . Vol . 25, p . 
346-3 57 . Jan., 1925). 
Of little value to thi s study . 
5. Brm11n , Joseph C. et al . Champion ri thme tics, nook 
Three . Topeka, The 0t ate of Kansas . W. C. Aust in, 
wtate ?rinter , 1936. 542p . 
Valuable as a source for some of the material 
for study units i n this experiment . 
6. Bro,,;nell, ' .. illia..n ~. 3ome 1 eglected Safeguards In 
Control-Group Experimentation . (In Journal of 
Educational Research . Vol . 27 , p . 98-107. Oct ., 
1933) . 
Hames six safeguards to observe in using the 
experi.ental technique of i.nvestigatinc problems . 
Good . 
7. Bruce , G. V. An ~ttempt To Vitalize Chemistry Teaching 
In The _Iigh .3c.nool Through A 1~odified Form Of The 
uni t-..-1.ssignn1ent Technique . ( In .__,cience ~ducat ion . 
Vo l. 16 , p . 209 . Feb . anu Oct., 1932). 
study of the use of the Iorrison Plan of 
ins truction in a laboratory subject compared with 
t he usual laboratory procedure . 
8 . Brue c}:ner, Leo J . The Functions Of Instruction In 
Arithmetic. ( In The Journal of tne 1~ational Educa -
tion Association . Vol . 20 , p . 239 - 241 . Oct ., 1931) .. 
Good short discussion on functions of arith-
me tic instruction under four heads : computational, 
informational , so ciological , and psychological . 
9 . Collings , Ell sviOrth . .n..i.""l ::..:;xperiment ~:i th The Project 
Gurricul UL1 . New York , The :.:acmillan Co.J.pany , 1923 . 
34-6p . 
. An old worl( , but probably representative of 
the best book for:ti1 championing this method of teach-
L1g . 
10. J.Jouglass , fi . h . and Pederson , .h.. . L . An :::::xperimental 
~vall...ation Of A Unit rrocedure In Teaching . .-1.merican 
Tiistory . ( In The School .. ,eview . Vol . 4-4 , p . 362-371 . 
J. Ia y , 19 3 6 ) • 
:esults have a bearing on the outco~es of the 
studies similar to this one . 
11 . Editorial Comment . The Unit dtudy in Actual Practice . 
( In The i:::>chool heviev, . Vol . 4-0 , p . 321- 323 . T.iay , 
1932 . 
Fairly good C0'1llllent on the actual use of the 
Unit Plan in high school . 
12 . Encelhart , .~x D. Techniques Used In SecurDg =quivalent 
Groups . (In Journal of =ducational ~esearc1 . Vol . 
22 , p . 103- 109 . Sept . , 1930J . 
Fairly good . Brief ~escriptior~of tecnniques 
used by experimenters are given . 
13 . Funk , ~ - ~J . a Comparative ~tudy Of The Results Obtained 
By the •. lethod of :,:astery Tecnnic;_ue .nlld. The 1 et.10d of 
Daily Recitation And assignment . (In The 0chool 
:;;.eview . Vol. 36, p . 338- 345 . Lay , 1928). 
A help in deterirrining the previous research 
done in t~is s tudy . 
14 . 'arrett , :ienry =: . 0tatistics In Psychology illd Educa-
tion . 1~ev1 YorK , London , an6. Toronto, Longmans, 
Green and Company , [1926]. 317p. 
Valuable as a source of formulas for computing 
statistics . 
15. Good , Carter V., Barr , ~ . S ., anc Skares , Dou 0 las =· 
The i=etnodology Of ::..,ducational ?esearch . 1;:-e York , 
D. 1-.1..ppleton- Cen tury Company , 19 36 . 882p . 
Very good for the nature of scientific thinking. 
~xceptionally good discussions on experimental method 
of researc:1 . 
16 . Hart, : alter :. • Junia r ~=ish Scl1ool : :a thew.a tics , Book 
One . Boston , D. C. :Ieath and Company , [ 192J..]. 226p . 
So_:1.e material for the study uni ts in this ex-
periment was selected from this book . 
17. 1art, :·alter .. . Ju~1ior ~ie:,~1. .... chool 1:athematics , Book 
Two . Bo ston , D. C. rieath and Co~pany , [ 1922]. 256p . 
Some of the material for the study units in 
t his experiment was selected from this book . 
18. iosic , Jam.es F . and Chase , Sara z . Brief Guide To The 
Project Lethod . l!ew York , \·-orld Book Company, 
1925 . 239p . 
Elementary . fot especially good. for this 
study . 
19. ansas, Department of ~ducation . A Course Of Study In 
.nri t hmetic For The :aementary Schools . Topeka, 
Kansas State Irinting Plant . \i . C. Austin , State 
rinter , 1937 . 87p . 
Indispensable for this study . This is es -
pecially true for grades seven and eight for a 
course of study . 
20. Lankford , F . G. , Jr . The Organization Of A Course In 
General •. at .ne rn.atics :?or The 3 event11 Grade . ( In 
The 1. ... athematics 'leacher . Vol. 27 , p . 57-60 . Feb., 
1936) . 
The part pertainin5 to t he unit on pa ge s 58 
and 59 is useful . 
21. 1..cCall , Hilliam A. How To Experi c.ent In .r:.,ducation . 
Yew York , The I,iacmillan Company, 1926 . 28lp • 
.An old book , but c~1apters 5, 6, 7, and 8 are 
good for this study . 
22 • • rnnroe , -. .-alters . ana. L~arKs, Arlyn . General I1ethocs 
Of Teaching :::::valuated : ;.,esults of Research . (In 
Educa t ional ~dministration and ~upervision . Vol . 
24 , p . 581. 1-.ov., 1938) . 
This is a good summary of recent research in 
plans for caring for individual differences . 
23. ierce, Paul h . Unit Theory and l ractice at '.ells riigh 
School . ( In The School :::eview . Vol . 4-8 , IJo . 1 , 
p . 17 . Jan ., 194-0) . 
Believes that the Unit Theory has no superior 
as a medium for making classroom learning purposeful . 
It is especially adapted to socializing procedure . 
24-. Ruediger , . illiam C. The Learning Unit . (In The 
School review . Vol. 4-0 , p . 176-181. t:arch , 1932) . 
Short , worthwhile article based on Morrison's 
work . Of some use to this study . 
25 . Rulon , Phillip J . and Croon, Charlotte :·: . A Procedure 
For Balancing Parallel Groups . (In The Journal 
of Educational Psychology . Vol. 24- , p . 585-590. 
Nov ., 1933) . 
Gives mathematical for mla for weighting 
group distribution scores . Useful . 
26 . Russe l l , F . 0 . and Long , I . B. A Comparison of Two 
~.1e t hods Of Instruct ion In Seventh- Grade Mat hemat-
ics . Lawrence , University of ~{ansas, 1929 . (Un-
iversity of Kansas , 3ulletin of ~ducation . Vol. 
11, No . 6 , 1929) . 
1-. similar work to that att e1.1pted in this study . 
Good re port on t he outcome . 
27. S el ton , ,J.:u L. An J:xperimental Study Of The Daily 
2ecitation Versus The Unit Plan . (In The School 
lieview . Vol . 38 , p . 694 - 699 . 1ov ., 1 9 30} . 
Valuable to t h is study because of sinilarity in 
procedure . 
28 . ~tokes , C. J . n Report Of One TechniQue Of I ndividual -
i zed Instruction In r inth- 8-rade Al 6ebra . (In Bchool 
Science and .. ~athematics . Vol . 27 , p . 1 29 . Feb ., 
1927) . 
Of value i n the review of previous research done in 
t~is field of vvork . 
29 . .:i ton e , John C. The Stone ..... ri t hme tic, R.dvanced . Topeka , 
State of Kansas . ':'. . C • .hUStin, State rinter , 19 34 . 
326p . 
Some of t he materi al in the study units of this 
experiment is fro_n thi s t extbook . 
JO . 0tone , John C. Junior _1i gh Cc noo l :..::athematics , Book I. 
Chicago , l!ev1 York: , and· Bos ton , Benj . a . 0anborn and 
Company , 1 9 23 . 214p . 
Some of t he material in t ne study units of t his 
experi, _ent i s from t h is textbook . 
31. Syn1onds , I erci val :..r . Co1i1l!lon Faul ts In Graduate Research 
In Education . (In Journal of Zducational Research . 
Vol. 27 , p . 4 1-492. l\:arch, 1934) • 
. Contains worthwhile warnings to the experimenter . 
32. Turner , Claude . ";:'hat 1;eed For La thematics In Grade VIII? 
(In The 0chool =:eview . Vol . 45, p . 592-601 . Oct ., 
1937). 
Of littl e value to thi s study . 
3 3. Young , J . ~. . A. The Teaching Of a thematics In IJ.1he 
Elementary And The 0econdary School . ~:evv Edition. 
lie v York, Longmans , Green and Company , 1916. 359p. 
Only chapters 3, 7, 10, and 12 of value to 
this study . 
34. Young , John 'iesley , Edi tor . ~-i ve.,,:side i.~at hematical 
I.Ionographs . 11 ' 1he Reorgani zation of :.:a t hematics In 
Secondary Educ a tion (Part I) , " A Report By The 
irational Committee On i."at .uematical Requirements 
Under The 1-l..USp ices Of The 1\1athe.uatical association 
Of America, Inc . Boston , .ev1 York , Chicago , Dallas, 
and San Francisco , Houghton :,.ifflin Company , [1927]. 
18- p . 
Chapter III, p . 45, and Uhapter VIII , p . 106, 
have some value to this study . 
